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Engaging
Efficient
Effective

LLI turns 
struggling 
readers into 
successful 
readers.

Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) is a rigorous, 

small-group, supplementary, literacy intervention 

designed for students who find reading and writing 

difficult and who need intensive teaching to achieve 

grade-level competency. These students are the 

lowest achievers in literacy at their grade level and are 

not receiving another literacy intervention. The goal of 

LLI is to create a sense of excitement for literacy and 

empower teachers to help them become proficient 

readers. 

Fountas & Pinnell 
Leveled Literacy  
Intervention 

http://fountasandpinnell.com


33

LLI Gold System  

Levels O–T
LLI is particularly important for the lowest achieving students in grade 4 

and for students in higher grades who are reading below level T. It 

serves to catch students up and prevent literacy difficulties in 

subsequent years of schooling. 

Every classroom should be rich in literacy opportunities with interactive 

read-aloud, readers’ and writers’ workshop including book clubs, guided 

reading, and conferring as part of the instructional program. But even 

with many high-quality literacy opportunities, some students struggle 

with literacy learning and need a supplementary intervention to get 

them back on track so they can benefit fully from classroom instruction. 

The LLI Gold System is the engaging, efficient, and effective 

intervention that can give these students the boost they need to read as 

efficiently as their peers.
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Research reveals fifteen key characteristics of effective literacy 

interventions that are essential for intermediate and middle grade 

students who need to improve their reading competencies. 

The LLI Gold System lesson framework exemplifies and 
rests on these 15 principles of effective intervention:

1.  LLI engages students with high-interest, well-written texts in a 

variety of fiction and nonfiction genres that have been leveled 

by Fountas and Pinnell using their F&P Text Level Gradient™.

2.  LLI increases students’ reading volume by engaging them in 

large amounts of daily successful reading.

3.  LLI provides students with choice in reading material to 

increase engagement, motivation, and enjoyment.

4.  LLI enables new learning by matching the text to the 

reader’s instructional reading level.

5.  LLI supports the development of independent, self-

initiating, self-regulatory behaviors.

6.  LLI provides large amounts of expository text reading  

(60% nonfiction / 40% fiction).

7.  LLI helps students think deeply about texts and derive the 

larger ideas from their reading.

8.  LLI helps students focus on comprehension and monitor 

their reading through metacognitive attention that supports 

deeper understanding of fiction and informational texts.

9.  LLI provides intensive and dynamic study of words to 

increase students’ ability to rapidly solve them while 

reading and writing.

10.  LLI focuses on systematic, intentional vocabulary 

development.

11.  LLI promotes smooth, phrased reading that moves along at 

a good pace.

12.  LLI focuses the intervention on oral language development 

by providing structures to promote meaningful student talk.

13.  LLI uses writing to support and extend comprehension.

14.  LLI supports the specific needs of English language learners.

15.  LLI provides a great deal of student support through 

explicit, direct instruction with a recommended teacher–

student ratio of 1:4.
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LLI Gold System:  
Effective intervention to support 
intermediate readers

Visit fountasandpinnell.com for a complete list 
of research references. 

http://fountasandpinnell.com


• Recommendations for implementing systematic 

assessment for the selection of students who are eligible 

for intervention

• A series of fast-paced lessons with high-intensity teaching

• Lesson Guides that support teachers in providing high-

quality instruction

• Sets of leveled books (levels O—T) based on the F&P Text 

Level Gradient™

• Novel study to support students in sustained reading of 

longer works of literature 

• Four days of optional test preparation lessons at the end 

of each level help students learn the skills needed to 

use their knowledge when responding to standardized 

assessments

• Systematic, regularly applied techniques for monitoring 

progress

• Detailed record keeping for monitoring progress and  

formative assessment

• Tools and systematic plans for teachers to use in  

coordinating supplementary teaching with classroom 

instruction

Features of the LLI Gold System
• Built-in homework assignments that students can do 

independently in the classroom or at home

• Communication tools for informing parents/caregivers 

about what their children are learning and how they can 

support them at home 

• Technology support for assessment, record keeping, 

lesson instruction, and home and classroom connections

• Embedded professional development for the use 

of individuals or groups of teachers, including 

demonstration lessons on video, the lesson guides, and a 

variety of web-based resources

• Built-in level-by-level descriptions and competencies 

from The Literacy Continuum, Expanded Edition (2017) to 

monitor student progress and guide teaching

• Close reading opportunities that engage students 

in building understanding and encourage deep 

comprehension of a text

• Lessons that encourage rich, evidence-based 

conversation and writing opportunities about the texts 

students read
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TEACHER RESOURCES

LESSON GUIDES, VOLUMES 1, 2 & 3
Guides that support teachers in 
providing high-quality, fast-paced 
lessons that support 
reading, writing, 
and language 
development.

PROMPTING GUIDE PART 1 FOR ORAL READING 
AND EARLY WRITING, K–8, AND  
PROMPTING GUIDE PART 2  
FOR COMPREHENSION: 
THINKING, TALKING, 
WRITING, K–8 
Ready reference flip 
charts that contain precise 
language that can be used 
to teach for, prompt for, and 
reinforce effective strategic 
actions during 
reading and writing.

F&P CALCULATOR/STOPWATCH 
Automates the calculation of reading rate, 
accuracy, and self-correction as well as 
doubling as a stopwatch.

STUDENT FOLDERS 
(PACK OF 16)
Folders to organize and store 
reading records, track student 
data, and graph student 
progress.

LESSON FOLDERS 
(PACK OF 192)
Sturdy, plastic folders to 
store books, lessons, and 
other ancillary material 
needed for each lesson.

SYSTEM GUIDE 
A guide that provides a 
comprehensive overview 
of the components and 
implementation of the 
LLI Gold System.

VolumeLLI Gold
Lesson Guide 3
LLI Gold System ● Levels S–T ● Lessons 129–192

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Fountas & Pinnell

Leveled 
Literacy
Intervention

System Guide
LLI Gold

LLI Gold System ● Levels O–T ● Lessons 1–192
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Intervention
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LLI Orange System Guide Cover, Revision #3

Fountas & Pinnell

Over their influential careers Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell have closely examined the 
literacy learning of thousands of children. In 1996 they revolutionized classroom teaching with 
their systematic approach to small-group reading instruction as described in their ground-
breaking text, Guided Reading. Since then, their extensive research has resulted in a frame-
work of professional development books, classroom resources, and professional development 
services built to support children’s learning. Fountas and Pinnell’s work is now considered the 
standard in the field of literacy instruction. Teachers worldwide recognize their deep under-
standing of classroom realities and their respect for the challenges facing teachers.

Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) is designed to lift the literacy achievement of students who 
are not achieving grade-level expectations in reading and writing.

Leveled Literacy Intervention Red and Gold, and subsequent LLI systems, Purple, and Teal, are 
based on 15 key principles to support struggling older readers. The LLI Gold lesson framework 
exemplifies and rests on these principles:

 ■ LLI engages students with high-interest, well-written texts in a variety of fiction and 
nonfiction genres that have been leveled by Fountas and Pinnell with their F&P Text Level 
Gradient™.

 ■ LLI increases students’ reading volume by engaging them in large amounts of daily 
successful reading. 

 ■ LLI provides students with choice in reading material to increase motivation. (Further improve 
the results of LLI with the purchase of the LLI Gold System Choice Library—150 carefully 
selected fiction and nonfiction trade books for students to independently select and read.)

 ■ LLI enables new learning by matching the text to the reader’s instructional reading level.

 ■ LLI supports the development of independent, self-initiating, self-regulatory behaviors.

 ■ LLI provides large amounts of expository text reading (60% nonfiction/40% fiction).

 ■ LLI helps students think deeply about texts and derive the larger ideas from their reading.

 ■ LLI helps students focus on comprehension and monitor their reading through metacognitive 
attention that supports deeper understanding of fiction and informational texts.

 ■ LLI provides intensive and dynamic study of words to increase students’ ability to rapidly 
solve them while reading and writing.

 ■ LLI focuses on systematic, intentional vocabulary development.

 ■ LLI promotes smooth, phrased reading that moves along at a good pace.

 ■ LLI focuses the intervention on oral language development by providing structures to 
promote meaningful student talk.

 ■ LLI uses writing to support and extend comprehension.

 ■ LLI supports the specific needs of English language learners.

 ■ LLI provides a great deal of student support through explicit, direct instruction with a 
recommended teacher–student ratio of 1:4.

www.fountasandpinnell.com 780325 0996829

90000 >
ISBN  978-0-325-09968-2

VolumeLLI Gold
Lesson Guide 2
LLI Gold System ● Levels Q–R ● Lessons 65–128

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Fountas & Pinnell

Leveled 
Literacy
Intervention

Components

VolumeLLI Gold
Lesson Guide 1
LLI Gold System ● Levels O–P ● Lessons 1–64

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Fountas & Pinnell

Leveled 
Literacy
Intervention

Professional Learning and 
Tutorial Videos
Exemplary video created for each 
LLI System featuring model LLI 
lessons, instructional procedures, 
and a tutorial on coding, scoring, 
and analyzing reading records. 

Online Data Management System
A secure and efficient way to collect, 
analyze, and report LLI student data 
according to district requirements. 

Online Community Support
Free membership at 
fountasandpinnell.com provides 
teachers with downloadable 
resources, consultant-monitored 
discussion board, insightful blog 
posts, teaching tips, and more. 

Online Resources
Resources listed in the You Will 
Need section of each lesson 
can be downloaded and printed 
from this site.
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Literacy Notebook

Writing About
Reading

Name:

Word Study

Literacy Notebook

Name:

FP_LLIred_NBcovers_ToGo_Layout 1  6/11/12  1:12 PM  Page 1

Literacy Notebook
Literacy Notebook

Word StudyWriting About
  Reading

Name:

Name:

Pantone 1795 C

Literacy Notebook

Writing About
Reading

Name:

Word Study

Literacy Notebook

Name:

FP_LLIred_NBcovers_ToGo_Layout 1  6/11/12  1:12 PM  Page 1

Literacy Notebook
Literacy Notebook

Word Study Writing About
  Reading

Name:

Name:

Pantone 1795 C

LITERACY NOTEBOOKS 
(PACK OF 96)
Consumable two-way 
notebooks for each level 
in the system with lined 
pages, glossary of terms, 
and reference material 
to support vocabulary 
development and writing.

STUDENT RESOURCES

TEST PREPARATION BOOKLETS 
(PACK OF 16 PER LEVEL)
Consumable booklets, one for each 
of the six levels, include selections 
and test items for the optional Test 
Preparation Lessons.

HIGHLIGHTER STRIPS
For highlighting words or parts 
of words in phonics/word 
study activities, and for helping 
students move their eyes quickly 
to increase fluency.

STUDENT PORTFOLIOS 
(PACK OF 16)
A portfolio for organizing and 
transporting LLI books, Literacy 
Notebooks, class work and homework 
between school and home.

MAGNETIC WHITEBOARDS 
(PACK OF 6)
Student whiteboards and 
pens to be used during 
phonics/word study lessons.

WORD MAGNETS  
(43 SHEETS OF 21,  
903 MAGNETS)
Blank sheets of word magnet 
cards for phonics/word study 
activities using permanent or 
wipe-off markers.

780325 0483699

90000 >
ISBN  978-0-325-04836-9

Leveled Literacy Intervention GOLD System

Student Test Preparation Booklet

Name:

Lessons 29-32 Level O

STUDENT BOOKS 
(144 ORIGINAL TITLES + 6 NOVELS;  
6 COPIES OF EACH TITLE)
Original books for every lesson, created 
exclusively for Leveled Literacy Intervention by a 
team of talented authors and illustrators under 
the direction of Fountas and Pinnell. Each book 
is carefully sequenced and calibrated to match 
the text characteristics underlying the F&P Text 
Level Gradient™.

Six carefully selected novels, authored by well-
known and award-winning children’s authors, are 
also included. Novel study supports students in 
sustained reading of longer works of literature, 
and builds a community of readers.

retold by Stephen Krensky
illustrated by Giorgio Bacchin

A Tale from Iceland

LLI_0971_G_Salty_C_PPDF.indd   3 12/19/12   8:57 AM

ALTON
SCHOOL
ALTON
SCHOOL

S E R I E S

The RoboPoet
2000
by Michael Sullivan

illustrated by Priscilla Burris

LLI_0886_G_RoboPoet_C_PPDF.indd   3 12/3/12   9:18 AM
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Books

The LLI Gold 
System Books

At the heart of Leveled Literacy 
Intervention are high-quality student 
books that captivate and engage even 
the most reluctant readers. Because 
the books are precisely sequenced 
and calibrated to the F&P Text Level 
Gradient™ they provide gradually 
increasing text complexity to build 
reading competencies. Struggling 
readers make consistent progress in 
every lesson.

The fiction books feature unique 
characters, contemporary situations 
and high-interest plots that 
immediately appeal to intermediate 
readers, and represent a variety of 
genres including realistic fiction, 
historical fiction, and fantasy.

ENGAGING BOOKS CREATED 
SPECIFICALLY FOR THE LLI 
GOLD SYSTEM

• 144 original books + 6 novels = 

150 titles

• 6 copies of each title — 900 

books in total

• 60% nonfiction / 40% fiction

• Calibrated to the F&P Text Level 

Gradient™

FICTION

Fiction: Realistic / Mystery

Book 56  Level N

2021 Total Running Words

Lost?  

Or Stolen!

There’s a bank robber on the loose. 

Strangers are lurking. And Nick has 

lost his apartment key . . . again! 

Getting grounded is bad. But if the 

robber has found that key, things 

could get much, much worse.

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-03601-4

ISBN-10: 0-325-03601-2

SERIE
S

by Victoria Smith

illustrated by Roger Roth

LLI_0653_G_MissingKey_C_PPDF.indd   2

12/3/12   1:16 PM

But Akiko and I were ready. We already had our yo-yos out. Whirr! Snap! Whirr! Snap! “Around the World,” I yelled, naming one of the tricks that sent a yo-yo the farthest.“Around the Feet!” Akiko shouted back.We aimed low, right at Mr. Cox’s running shoes. We battered his ankles and tangled his feet until he went down in a sea of foam.

26

LLI_0795_G_YoYoCaper_I_PPDF.indd   26

11/27/12   11:54 AM

27

LLI_0795_G_YoYoCaper_I_PPDF.indd   27

11/27/12   11:54 AM

Think a yo-yo is just a silly toy? 
Well, then, you won’t believe 
what Gus does with his!

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-03628-1
ISBN-10: 0-325-03628-4

Yo-yo Surprise!

Fiction: Mystery
Book 99  Level R

1883 Total Running Words

illustrated by Elisabeth Eudes-Pascal
by Logan Everett

Y -y  Caper

SERIES

LLI_0795_G_YoYoCaper_C_PPDF.indd   2

11/27/12   11:37 AM

STEPMOTHER

by Anne Sibley O’Brienillustrated by Jed Henry

LLI_0669_G_Alien_C_PPDF.indd   3

11/7/12   10:52 AM

The Good, the Bad, and

 Piggy
the

by David Neufeld

illustrated by Susan Lawson

LLI_0604_G_GoodBadPig_C_PPDF.indd   3

12/12/12   12:12 PM

Trim size: 5 1/8 x 8

by Claire Daniel

illustrated by Nathan Trewartha

LLI_0807_G_Whitewater_C_CPP3.indd   3

10/30/12   8:10 AM

by 
Mel Cebulash

illustrated by  
Rick Whipple

LLI_0638_G_Rashawn_C_PPDF.indd   3 11/7/12   10:17 AM

Genius 
  Club by Anne Sibley O’Brien

illustrated by Meredith Johnson

The

LLI_0703_G_Genius_C_PPDF.indd   3 11/7/12   11:11 AM

by T. Paulson illustrated by Ron Mazellan
LLI_0805_G_Buried_C_PPDF.indd   3

11/27/12   11:06 AM

Eventually, Theodore ran out of victims. He settled 
for his own lunch the day a new seventh grade 
volunteer arrived. If Theodore was a gorilla, this guy 
was King Kong in a gray sweatshirt.

George and Phil watched as the bigger kid muscled 
in on Theodore’s sandwich. He actually pretended to 
be friendly as he reached for the ham and cheese.

“Poetic justice,” declared Phil. “Theodore’s getting 
exactly what he deserves!”

14

LLI_0632_G_RevRecipes_I_PPDF.indd   14
10/11/12   12:08 PM

With a sinking heart, George watched Theodore 
stand up. George had a delicious chicken sandwich in 
his hands and had been enjoying every bite. 

“Here we go again,” he groaned to Phil. “Watch 
him blaze a trail straight to my sandwich!” 

But he was wrong.

15

LLI_0632_G_RevRecipes_I_PPDF.indd   15
10/11/12   12:08 PM

by Rosie Bensen

illustrated by Gina Pfleegor

Revol ting Recipes
 

LLI_0632_G_RevRecipes_C_PPDF.indd   3

10/11/12   12:03 PM

A Fresh Start
A Fresh Start

by Mike Dion

illustrated by Meryl Treatner

LLI_0714_G_FreshStart_C_PPDF.indd   3 1/3/13   8:15 AM
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CLASSIC TALES  
These traditional folktales include retellings 

of classic stories from Vietnam, Mexico, 

Iran, Iceland, and the USA.

SPORTS ACTION 
The student athletes in these stories 

grapple with the issues of competition, 

sportsmanship, teamwork, and 

friendship. Oh, and then of course 

there’s Jack, who has to win a soccer 

game and save the world.

ALTON SCHOOL SERIES  
Nick Everett just can’t help himself. 

Whether he’s challenging the reading 

assignments, facing down a bully, trying 

to outwit the teacher in poetry class, or 

debating the principal—Nick never looks 

before he leaps. But it’s always watching 

him try to get out of trouble.

The Summer 
I Met the City 

Trim size: 7 1/2 x 9 1/2

Far from Home
When Sunita spends the summer 

in Budapest, she makes some 

important discoveries—and 

not just about new places and 

people. What she learns about 

herself will stay with her forever. 

by Sunita Apte
ISBN-13: 978-0-325-03599-4
ISBN-10: 0-325-03599-7Nonfiction: Biography/Memoir

Book 54  Level N

1625 Total Running Words

IT’S A MYSTERY  
Get ready to follow the clues! From a smelly 

crime on a river to a set of “three-minute” 

mysteries, these stories will keep readers 

guessing as they try to determine “whodunit.”

COMMITMENT TO DIVERSITY 
Cultural, linguistic, and ethnic diversity enriches the entire school community. Our 

collective responsibility is to assure literacy success for every student by creating 

inclusive environments that honor and leverage the strengths of diversity in our 

classrooms, our schools, and our world. The books in LLI reflect a commitment to 

providing access to high-quality, engaging, diverse books that expand readers’ life 

experiences and knowledge of their world.

ANDROMEDA CLARK  
Andromeda Clark isn’t always the best student, but she makes 

up for it with an imagination that’s in overdrive! In these 

fantasies, our heroine travels to important moments in history, 

where she joins the moon landing, finds King Tut’s tomb, and 

inspires Einstein’s famous theory of relativity.

Creating a Lifetime Bond
A group of United States teenagers 
are welcome visitors in a village in 
Tanzania. In less than a week, their 
lives are changed forever.

MAKING
A DIFFERENCE

SERIES

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-03691-5ISBN-10: 0-325-03691-8

Nonfiction: Narrative NonfictionBook 178  Level R
1058 Total Running Words

by Isabella Traveler

illustrated by Emmanuel Cerisier

Invitation
The 

Fiction: Realistic

Book 176  Level R

987 Total Running Words

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-03689-2
ISBN-10: 0-325-03689-6

Homesick!
Lissa misses home. India is too 

different and too difficult. And 

her annoying classmate Soni 

isn’t making it any easier. 

Helping Girls in Kenya  

Become Champions

To become one of the world’s best 

long-distance runners, Lornah 

Kiplagat had to prove that women 

could be champions just like men 

could. Now she’s helping girls 

in Kenya get the education and 

training they need to become 

champions, too.  

Long-Distance Hero
Kiplagat

Lornah

by Gary Miller

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-03681-6

ISBN-10: 0-325-03681-0

Nonfiction: Biography

Book 168  Level R

1739 Total Running Words

Second Chances

You might say that Ana Dodson 
got a second chance when she was 
adopted as a baby. Then, in 2003, 
when she was just 11, she decided 
to give a second chance to other 
orphans in her native Peru.

by Barbara Fierman 

A Young Hero  
with a Big Heart 
The Story of  
Ana Dodson

MAKING
A DIFFERENCE

SERIES

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-03588-8
ISBN-10: 0-325-03588-1

Nonfiction: Biography
Book 43  Level P

1280 Total Running Words

Carmen and her mom are great at solving crimes. Are you? Here are six of their cases. The clues are there. Can you solve the puzzles and name the criminals?

You Be  the  Detective!

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-03663-2ISBN-10: 0-325-03663-2

Fiction: Realistic / MysteryBook 142  Level Q
1561 Total Running Words

by Peggy O’Bloscaidh
illustrated by Sarah Ackerley

Partners in Crime

SERIES
LLI_0646_G_PartCrime_C_PPDF.indd   2

10/22/12   9:47 AM

Fiction: Mystery
Book 163  Level T

2236 Total Running Words

They’re Dead!
Nona’s oysters are dying. And 
when Joey sticks her nose in 
to investigate, something smells 
terribly wrong.

by Byrd Mills
illustrated by Wes Lowe

SERIES

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-03676-2
ISBN-10: 0-325-03676-4

LLI_0891_G_RiverMyst_C_PPDF.indd   2 12/12/12   9:39 AM

Fiction: Realistic / Mystery

Book 56  Level N

2021 Total Running Words

Lost?  

Or Stolen!

There’s a bank robber on the loose. 

Strangers are lurking. And Nick has 

lost his apartment key . . . again! 

Getting grounded is bad. But if the 

robber has found that key, things 

could get much, much worse.

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-03601-4

ISBN-10: 0-325-03601-2

SERIE
S

by Victoria Smith

illustrated by Roger Roth

LLI_0653_G_MissingKey_C_PPDF.indd   2

12/3/12   1:16 PM

by Anne Sibley O’BrienSo You Speak African?

illustrated by Soud

LLI_0601_G_SoYouSpeak_C_PPDF.indd   3 10/25/12   1:53 PM

SPORTS

SERIES

The  Turning Point 

by Rosie Bensen
illustrated by Penny Weber

LLI_0625_G_TurningPoint_C_PPDF.indd   3 10/22/12   9:35 AM

by Mel Cebulash
illustrated by Rick Whipple

SPORTS

SERIES

LLI_0648_G_TryingOut_C_PPDF.indd   3 10/22/12   10:23 AM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-03568-0 ISBN-10: 0-325-03568-7

A Trickster Tale from Mexico
«»«»«»

retold by Fay Robinsonillustrated by Carol Liddiment

A Trickster Tale from Mexico
retold by Fay Robinson • illustrated by Carol Liddiment

Fiction: Folktale
Book 15  Level O
564 Total Running Words

Fiction: Folktale
Book 15  Level O
607 Total Running Words

LLI_0677_G_Trickster_C_PPDF.indd   2

11/28/12   8:00 AM

SPORTS

SERIES

By Michael Sullivan
illustrated by Enrique Cort

LLI_0831_G_KnockedOut_C_PPDF.indd   3 12/12/12   9:55 AM

ALTON
SCHOOL
ALTON
SCHOOL

S E R I E S

by Michael Sullivan

illustrated by Priscilla Burris

The
Great Debate

LLI_0881_G_Gr8Debate_C_PPDF.indd   3
12/3/12   7:58 AM

ALTON
SCHOOL
ALTON
SCHOOL

S E R I E S

The RoboPoet
2000

by Michael Sullivan

illustrated by Priscilla Burris

LLI_0886_G_RoboPoet_C_PPDF.indd   3

12/3/12   9:18 AM

ISBN-13: 978-0-325-03568-0
ISBN-10: 0-325-03568-7

A Trickster Tale 
from Mexico

«»«»«»
retold by Fay Robinson

illustrated by Carol Liddiment

A Trickster Tale from Mexico
retold by Fay Robinson • illustrated by Carol Liddiment

Fiction: Folktale
Book 15  Level O

564 Total Running Words

Fiction: Folktale
Book 15  Level O

607 Total Running Words

LLI_0677_G_Trickster_C_PPDF.indd   211/28/12   8:00 AM

ALTONSCHOOL
ALTONSCHOOL

S E R I E S

The
Tug–of–Warby Michael Sullivan

illustrated by Priscilla Burris

Great

LLI_0889_G_TugofWar_C_PPDF.indd   3

11/29/12   6:37 AM

ALTON
SCHOOL
ALTON
SCHOOL

S E R I E S

by Michael Sullivan

illustrated by Priscilla Burris

Double
Double

Trouble
Trouble

LLI_0820_G_DubTrouble_C_PPDF.indd   3

11/28/12   7:16 AM

retold by Stephen Krensky
illustrated by Giorgio Bacchin

A Tale from Iceland

LLI_0971_G_Salty_C_PPDF.indd   3 12/19/12   8:57 AM

by Susan McCloskey
illustrated by Scott Wakefield

LLI_0615_G_BroRabbit_C_PPDF.indd   3 10/30/12   1:21 PM

by Anne W. Phillips

illustrated by Janos Jantner

the Mummy's CurseANDROMEDA CLARK
and

series
andromeda clark

LLI_0823_G_AndromTut_C_PPDF.indd   3

1/2/13   1:37 PM

A Tale from VietnamThe Two Brothers

retold by Susan McCloskey

illustrated by Dom Lee

LLI_0794_G_TwoBrothers_C_PPDF.indd   3

10/25/12   2:00 PM

A TAle from IrAn

retold by Janice lindsay

illustrated by Gerald Kelley

AmIn and the

Terrible oGreAmin and the

Terrible Ogre

LLI_0970_Ogre_C_PPDF.indd   3

11/2/12   10:19 AM

by Anne W. Phillipsillustrated by Janos Jantner

series
andromeda clark

North Pole Explorer

LLI_0662_G_AndromNP_C_PPDF.indd   3

12/19/12   11:02 AM

27

LLI_0795_G_YoYoCaper_I_PPDF.indd   27

11/27/12   11:54 AM

FICTION SERIES BOOKS
Series books feature the same characters and settings to promote thinking across 

texts and the reading of connected texts over time. The plots engage readers as they 

learn to solve problems with their favorite characters.
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ALL ORIGINAL BOOKS 
CREATED SPECIFICALLY FOR 
THE LLI GOLD SYSTEM

The LLI Gold 
System Books

NONFICTION
The LLI Gold System nonfiction books 

have a global focus and have been 

developed around high-interest, 

contemporary topics. The books are 

highly visual and contain a wide range of 

nonfiction text features such as sidebars, 

graphs, diagrams, maps, and glossaries, 

all of which appeal to struggling readers. 

Genres include biography, narrative 

nonfiction, expository nonfiction, 

persuasive, and procedural texts.

Books

Why do some people love roller coasters and others don’t? 

There are a few theories, or ideas, about this. One theory has 

to do with our brains. Some scientists claim to have found a 

difference between the brains of people who seek out danger 

and adventure and who don’t. 
There is a chemical called dopamine (DO-pa-meen) in our 

brains. Everyone’s brain creates this chemical every day, but 

we create more of it when our brains sense that we are in 

danger. 
A part of your brain regulates, or controls, how much 

dopamine your body can take in. It seems that some people’s 

brains can absorb more dopamine than other people’s brains. 

Some scientists feel that the more dopamine you can absorb, 

the more adventurous you are.

And Why We Don’t
Why We Love Them . . . 

This roller coaster in Japan races through a hole in 

the wall of a building.

11

LLI_1062_G_ScreamMac_I_PPDF.indd   11
12/17/12   1:37 PM

Roller coaster cars have three different kinds of wheels: 

running wheels, up-stop wheels, and side-friction wheels. Each 

set of wheels has a separate position and a special purpose.

Kind of Wheel Position Purpose

Running wheels

Up-stop wheels

Side-friction wheels

Roll on top of the track

Roll under the track

Roll along the 
outside of the track

Support the cars 
of the train

Keep the train from 
lifting off the track

Give the train
a smooth ride

The Importance of

wheels and Brakes

You might be thinking, “Wheels are nice, but what I really 

want to know about are the brakes!” If so, you’ll be glad to 

learn that roller coasters also have several kinds of brakes. 

Some brakes bring the train to a complete stop. Others slow 

the train only if it is going too fast. A third kind of brake 

keeps the cars from crashing into one another.

running wheeL

uP-stoP wheeL

siDe-friction 
wheeL

10

LLI_1062_G_ScreamMac_I_PPDF.indd   10
12/17/12   1:37 PM

by Laura T. Johnson

scream
machines

LLI_1062_G_ScreamMac_C_PPDF.indd   3

12/17/12   1:35 PM

Scavenger or Predator?

by Jacqueline Adams

T.Rex

1089_G_TRex_C_PPDF.indd   3

12/17/12   10:15 AM

Christian made some friends, but it was difficult. For example, he performedwith these young people but could not speak their language, Chinese.

11

LLI_0978_G_CircusKid_I_PPDF.indd   11

12/19/12   9:41 AM

There are drawbacks in even the most glamorous life, though. Did Christian ever dream of running away from the circus?
He said, “I never felt like I wanted to run away, but sometimes I wished I grew up in a regular environment with a group of friends, attending [a regular] . . . high school.” Christian wished he had a group of buddies.  It was difficult to find friends his age. His biggest class at the One Ring Schoolhouse included just two other students. He recalls one close friend who was also a circus performer. After a year, the friend moved away to perform elsewhere. Although they were able to visit each other, it wasn’t the same as having a friend to talk to every day or to work with on school projects.

A circus star who has performed impossible-seeming acts in front of many cheering audiences doesn’t feel nervous, or does he? Christian says his balancing act never makes him uneasy, but some of his other acts are actually dangerous . He also admits to to having felt a bit nervous when he performed in front of royalty .Christian says being nervous is a good thing, however . “If I’m ever not nervous, it’s time to stop performing . Being nervous means I really pay attention . If I quit concentrating, there are more chances of something going wrong .”

Feeling Nervous

10

LLI_0978_G_CircusKid_I_PPDF.indd   10

12/19/12   9:41 AM

LLI_0978_G_CircusKid_C_PPDF.indd   3

12/19/12   9:36 AM

by Nancy White

Flashy  
Flamingos

SERIES

Intriguing
Animals

LLI_0967_G_Flamingos_C_PPDF.indd   3

12/19/12   10:10 AM

MAKING

ART
FOR FISH

by Carmen Morais

LLI_1082_G_ArtFish_C_PPDF.indd   3 12/17/12   2:05 PM

The Great Molasses Flood

by Amy Helfer

LLI_0617_G_Molasses_C_PPDF.indd   3

12/17/12   11:51 AM

LLI_0733_G_OddCouples_C_PPDF.indd   3

12/4/12   2:04 PM

 Wildlife
by Claire Golding

Cityin the

LLI_1018_G_WildDetect_C_PPDF.indd   3

12/4/12   1:00 PM
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NONFICTION SERIES BOOKS
Nonfiction series books are connected by a larger theme or idea, and provide 

students the opportunity to read connected texts across time to develop 

deeper understanding.

AGAINST ALL ODDS
In the face of the impossible, these 

real-life heroes succeeded despite 

their challenges.

UNSOLVED MYSTERIES
Some people may think they know the 

answers to these mysteries, but no one 

knows for sure why these events occurred.

WONDERS OF NATURE
Discover a few of the amazing secrets 

found in nature from silk made by 

spiders to glow-in-the-dark animals.

MAKING A DIFFERENCE
True stories about people whose 

actions made the world a better place.

REMARKABLE INVENTIONS
Some inventions make people’s lives easier, 

some save lives, and some just make 

something good even better.

ART FOR ALL
Art can be found in surprising places, 

created for anyone and everyone to see.

INTRIGUING ANIMALS
Seven little-known and fascinating 

animals from around the world.

by Julie Winterbottom

Looking 
for

Earth

2
LLI_0752_G_Earth2_C_PPDF.indd   3 12/5/12   8:23 AM

by KaTy S. DuffielD

animal
WarningS
animal
WarningS
animal
WarningS

LLI_0748_G_AnimalWarn_C_PPDF.indd   3 10/24/12   6:25 AM

Stranded! 
A Marine Mammal Mystery

by Jacqueline Adams

LLI_1025_G_Stranded_C_PPDF.indd   3 12/11/12   8:57 AM

by Alice cAry

in the

Alone 
Jungle

Alone 
Jungle

LLI_0989_G_Alone_C_PPDF.indd   3

12/3/12   6:36 AM

PeoPle-Powered Pedaling on land, Sea, and Air

by Judith Lechner RemarkableInventions
SERIES

LLI_0738_G_PeoplePower_C_PPDF.indd   3

1/2/13   11:40 AM

by
Daniel
Shepard

THE EGG
Nature’s Perfect Package

of NatureWonders

SERIES

LLI_1000_G_Egg_C_PPDF.indd   3

1/9/13   4:10 PM

FULL STEAM AHEAD!

by Jean Knox

of NatureWonders

SERIES

LLI_1112_G_Geysers_C_PPDF.indd   3

12/10/12   8:18 AM

Creating a Lifetime Bond

A group of United States teenagers 

are welcome visitors in a village in 

Tanzania. In less than a week, their 

lives are changed forever.

MAKING
A DIFFERENCE

SERIES

barcode goes here
Nonfiction: Narrative Nonfiction

Book x  Level R

XXX Total Running Words

Rats
HeRo

by Kate Foster

MAKING
A DIFFERENCE

SERIES

LLI_0740_G_HeroRats_C_PPDF.indd   3 11/9/12   11:09 AM

MAKING
A DIFFERENCE

SERIES

by Susan Buckley

LLL_1010_G_RyansWell_C_PPDF.indd   3

12/4/12   10:03 AM

Jon Brooks
Art 

from  

Nature

by Susan Buckley

LLI_1024_G_JonBrooks_C_CPP2.indd   3

12/10/12   3:47 PM

by Josh Timm

A Snow
Sapporo:

Sculpture city

LLI_1042_G_LetItSnow_C_PPDF.indd   3 12/10/12   7:30 AM

by Nancy White

ROCK GARDEN
THE

LLI_0744_G_RockGarden_C_PPDF.indd   3

1/2/13   11:08 AM

Fun Fact

When a gecko plants its feet on a wall, the millions of hairs on its toes spread out and stick to the wall. As it moves, the gecko changes the angle of its toes and they quickly come unstuck.  
Now that scientists know how the gecko’s toes work, they have begun to use this research to create products that can help people in their daily lives.

The close-up illustration shows what the hairs on the gecko’s toe 
pad look like. 

The only surface a 
gecko’s feet can’t 
stick to is Teflon, the 
coating that keeps 
food from sticking to 
pots and pans.

9

LLI_1073_G_AmazGecko_I_PPDF.indd   9

12/18/12   6:59 AM

Fun Fact

Geckos are amazing acrobats. They can hang upside down from a ceiling or tree branch by only one toe. They can run straight up a wall without falling off. Yet a gecko’s feet feel soft and smooth, not sticky. How do they perform such tricks? 
New tools and technology called nanotechnology have made it possible for scientists to study extremely small things. With powerful microscopes, scientists have discovered tiny hairs on a gecko’s toes. The pad of each toe is covered with millions of these hairs. And each one of these hairs branches into hundreds of tiny flat tips.

Powerful Toes

A gecko’s feet may 
be hairy, but they 
are very clean. That’s 
because dirt doesn’t 
stick to the hairs on 
a gecko’s feet.

8
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SERIES

Intriguing
Animals

by Jean Knox

The
Amazing

Gecko

LLI_1073_G_AmazGecko_C_PPDF.indd   3

12/18/12   6:45 AM

O

by Jacqueline Adams

Rescuing 
Orangutans

LLI_1030_G_EyesOrangu_C_PPDF.indd   3 12/12/12   6:55 AM

by Joanna Solins

The

Thorny

Dragon

SERIES

Intriguing

Animals

LLI_1033_G_ThornyDrag_C_PPDF.indd   3

12/17/12   10:12 AM

SERIES

Intriguing
Animals

LLI_1051_G_Platypus_C_PPDF.indd   3

12/17/12   6:55 AM
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Books

“ In order for students to 

fall in love with reading, 

give them books they 

want to read.”
—Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

The LLI Gold  
System Books
Engage intermediate 
readers with graphic 
texts and two-way 
books. 

GRAPHIC TEXTS
The LLI Gold System contains 

a variety of graphic texts, 

where captivating pictures tell 

much of the story or provide 

the reader with much of the 

information. 

TWO-WAY BOOKS
Two-way books, which are 

single volumes containing 

two related books, present 

a topic from two different 

perspectives in two different 

forms. These books allow 

students to compare and 

contrast key understandings 

of related topics. 
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Enhancements

GO PAPERLESS WITH THE 
FOUNTAS & PINNELL READING 
RECORD APP FOR iPAD®

WATCH DATA COLLECTION IN ACTION TO LEARN MORE

Streamline data 
collection with 
additional 
technology

AVAILABLE FOR INDIVIDUAL 
PURCHASE THROUGH THE 
ITUNES® STORE

Simply download the app and make 

an in-app purchase through Apple 

iTunes to purchase the content for 

your system’s books.

NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
INSTITUTIONAL PURCHASE,  
WITH 20% SAVINGS ON 20 OR 
MORE LICENSES

For institutions using the Fountas & 

Pinnell Reading Record Apps, App 

Content licenses can be purchased 

through heinemann.com. App Content 

purchased through the Institutional 

Purchase option is identical to App 

Content purchased through iTunes, 

but offers institutions the added 

flexibility to buy in volume and 

manage the App Content licenses 

for their teachers using a Licensing 

Management System (LMS). 

FOUNTAS & PINNELL LLI READING RECORD APP FOR IPADS
An efficient alternative to taking a reading record on paper, the Reading Record 

App conveniently:

• saves the reading record as a PDF

• times the conference and calculates rates and ratios

• records the assessment conference

•  data syncs wirelessly to the LLI Online Data Management System. 

The Fountas & Pinnell LLI Reading Record 

App requires a subscription to the Online 

Data Management System. A one-year trial 

is included with each system purchase. 

Additional annual subscriptions are per 

teacher, available through Heinemann.

Leveled Literacy Intervention 

includes periodic assessments to 

measure students' progress. These 

additional digital tools can enhance 

the efficiency of data collection 

and analysis. 

View this video to see how one school has used these tools to transform 

the way in which teachers take reading records, and then see informed 

administrators use the data. Watch the video at fountasandpinnell.com/apps/.

http://fountasandpinnell.com/apps/


AVAILABLE SEPARATELY

Visit fountasandpinnell.com for more 

information.

EACH CHOICE LIBRARY 
INCLUDES:
• 150 Books, Levels N–S

• Guide to Independent 

Reading

• Sturdy Container

“ An increase in the volume of 

reading will support your students’ 

accelerated progress.”
—Irene C. Fountas  

and Gay Su Pinnell 

FOUNTAS & PINNELL  
LLI GOLD SYSTEM  
CHOICE LIBRARY
150 carefully selected fiction and nonfiction trade 

books at levels N–S for students to independently 

select and read. Many of these high-interest 

books are from well-known series or by familiar 

authors. An accompanying Guide to Independent 

Reading for teachers includes a comprehensive 

list of title, author, genre, and level, as well as 

detailed summaries with prompts that teachers 

can use to generate thinking, talking, and writing 

about the books.

FOUNTAS & PINNELL  
CLASSROOM™ (FPC) 
INDEPENDENT READING 
COLLECTION 
The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Independent 

Reading Collection, Grade 4 was curated to 

provide high-quality trade books that help 

students explore their interests, flourish as 

readers, and develop the ability to independently 

read increasingly challenging texts. FPC INDEPENDENT READING 
COLLECTION,  
GRADE 4 INCLUDES:
• 200 trade titles (1 copy each)

• Collection Guide

• 200 Conferring Cards

• Unlimited access to Online 

Resources

• Storage Containers

Choices for 
Independent 
Reading  

14

Additional Reading

http://fountasandpinnell.com


“ The success of 

any intervention 

ultimately depends 

on students being 

fully captivated by 

the books they read 

and write about.”
—Irene C. Fountas 

and Gay Su Pinnell

see page
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Lesson Framework for Novel Study and Test Preparation Lessons 43
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Sample Test Preparation Lesson 50

LLI IN PRACTICE: SAMPLE LESSONS AND TOOLS
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Observing Growth

Connect skilled 
observation to 
responsive 
teaching 

NOTICE, TEACH, SUPPORT
Proficient readers and writers display recognizable behaviors 

at every phase of literacy learning. When teachers notice, 

teach, and support these behaviors, they link assessment 

to responsive teaching. This indispensable literacy tool 

identifies the behaviors that demonstrate thinking and 

understanding within, beyond, and about a text.

Visit fountasandpinnell.com for more information on this 

essential resource for thinking together with colleagues about 

literacy development. 

 

A FIRM FOUNDATION
The F&P Text Level Gradient™ and The Fountas 

& Pinnell Literacy Continuum are the foundation 

of the LLI Systems. The specific text demands, 

competencies, and behaviors to teach for, 

assess, and reinforce [at each level] are provided 

at the end of each text level lesson span in the 

LLI Gold System. All LLI lessons are designed to 

help teachers accomplish the goals listed in The 

Literacy Continuum for each level. The goal is to 

help readers meet the demands of successive 

levels of text and in the process, expand their 

systems of strategic actions. Referring regularly 

to The Literacy Continuum pages enables 

teachers to monitor student progress and 

guide teaching.

 “ Precise observation of 

literacy behaviors is at 

the heart of effective 

teaching.”
—Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

ALSO AVAILABLE: THE COMPLETE LITERACY CONTINUUM: EXPANDED EDITION

THINKING WITHIN THE TEXT
Understanding the literal meaning by processing 
words and stated ideas

THINKING BEYOND THE TEXT
Understanding implied meanings, synthesizing 
information, making connections, and 

determining deeper meanings

THINKING ABOUT THE TEXT
Understanding author’s craft and articulating  

opinions about craft

  T
h

in
kin

g A
bout the Text

 Thinking Bey
on
d t

he T
ex
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 Thinking Within the Text

Noticing and using  
sources of information  
(meaning, language  
structure, phonological   
information, visual information).

Connecting the text  
to personal and  

world knowledge  
as well as to  

other texts.

Remembering important  
information and  
carrying it forward.

Adjusting present 
understandings to 
accommodate new 
knowledge.

Thinking about what  
the writer means  
but has not stated.

 Taking action in  
flexible ways to  

solve problems or  
fit purpose and genre.

Using a range  
of strategies to  
recognize and  
take apart words,  
    and understand
        word meaning.

Checking on accuracy  
      and understanding  
           and working to  
               self-correct errors.

Anticipating what  
may happen next.

Thinking critically 
about the text.

Reading at  
a good rate, 
integrating phrasing, 
pausing, intonation, 
and stress.

Noticing aspects of  
the writer’s craft  
including text 
structure.

SYSTEMS 
OF STRATEGIC 

ACTIONS

GRADES  

PreK–8
GRADES  

The Fountas&Pinnell

A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching

Continuum
Literacy

Expanded E D I T I O N

9/9/16

The grade-level goals on the F&P Text Level Gradient™ are intended to
provide general guidelines, which should be adjusted based on
school/district requirements and professional teacher judgement.

© 2012 Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

F&P TEXT LEVEL GRADIENT™

GRADE-LEVEL
GOALS

FOUNTAS & PINNELL
LEVELS

Kindergarten

Grade One

Grade Two

Grade Three

Grade Four

Grade Five

Grade Six

Grade Seven−Eight
High School/Adult

http://fountasandpinnell.com
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Readers at Level S
At level S, readers are able to articulate characteristics of genre for a wide range of fiction and nonfiction texts, 
including realistic and historical fiction, biographical texts, narrative and expository nonfiction, as well as 
hybrids. They notice text structure and use it as a support for understanding stories and content. They also have 
developed favorite genres and types of texts, for example, adventure or mystery. Texts range in length from 
feature articles to longer chapter books. Most fiction narratives are straightforward but some have variations in 
the narrative structure. Settings challenge readers to understand perspectives far from their own experience; 
through reading, they learn about other cultures, languages, and histories. They can process sentences (some 
with more than twenty words) that contain prepositional phrases, introductory clauses, and lists of nouns, verbs, 
or adjectives. They solve new vocabulary words, some defined in the text and others unexplained. Most reading 
is silent, but all dimensions of fluency in oral reading are well established. Readers are challenged by many 
longer descriptive words and by content specific and technical words that require using embedded definitions, 
background knowledge, and understanding of text features such as headings, subheadings, and call- outs. They 
can take apart multisyllable words and use a full range of word-solving skills. They read and understand texts in 
a variety of layouts as well as fonts and print characteristics and consistently search for information in illustra-
tions and increasingly complex graphics. Readers make connections across texts, inferring larger meanings. 
Readers’ use of academic language continues to grow.

Selecting Texts Characteristics of Texts at Level S

 Genre

�f fiction
� Realistic fiction
� Historical fiction
� Traditional literature (folktale, fairy tale, 
fable)
� More complex fantasy including science 
fiction
� Hybrid texts
� Special types of fiction: e.g., mystery; 
adventure story; sports story; animal story; 
family, friends, and school story; humorous 
story

�fnonfiction
� Expository nonfiction
� Narrative nonfiction
� Biography
� Autobiography
� Memoir
� Procedural texts
� Persuasive texts
� Hybrid texts

Forms
� Series books
� Picture books
� Chapter books

� Chapter books with sequels
� Plays
� Readers’ theater scripts
� Graphic texts
� Letters, diaries, and journal entries
� Short stories 
� Photo essays and news articles 

TexT STrucTure

� Narrative texts with straightforward structure 
and multiple episodes that may be more 
elaborated
� Embedded forms (e.g., letters, directions, 
journal entries, emails) within narrative and 
expository structures
� Variations in structure: e.g., story- within- a- 
story, simple flashback 
� Books with chapters connected to a single 
plot 
� Collections of short stories related to an 
overarching theme 
�� Texts that change perspective and/or 
narrator within the larger narrative 
� Nonfiction books divided into sections, and 
some with subsections 

� Underlying structural patterns: de scrip tion, 
cause and effect, chronological sequence, 
temporal sequence, categorization, 
comparison and contrast, prob lem and 
solution, question and answer 

conTenT

� Content interesting to and relevant for the 
reader
� Some books with little or no picture support 
for content: e.g., chapter books
� Much content that requires accessing prior 
knowledge
� Content that requires the reader to take on 
perspectives from diverse cultures and bring 
cultural knowledge to un der stand ing
� Most texts with new content that will 
engage and interest readers and expand 
knowledge: e.g., travel, experience with 
other cultures, adventures in science, 
survival 
� Settings in some texts that require content 
knowledge of disciplines: e.g., his tory, 
ge og ra phy, culture, language 
� Most content that goes beyond students’ 
immediate experience 

The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum, Grades Pre K–8540

LEVEL S
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THINKING WITHIN THE TEXT

searChing For and using inFormation
●● Sustain searching over some longer sentences with more than 

twenty words and many clauses and phrases
●● Sustain searching over short texts (under forty-eight pages) and 

some books that are divided into chapters and may have as many as 
2,500 or more words

●● Search for information across chapters connected to a single plot 
●● Search for information and language that states or implies the larger 

message(s) of the text 
●● Search for information in texts where print wraps around sidebars, 

pictures, and other graphics 
●● Use background knowledge to search for and understand 

information about settings, geographical areas, history, economics 
●● Use organizational tools to search for information: e.g., title, table of 

contents, chapter title, heading, subheading, sidebar, callout 
●● Use text resources to search for information: e.g., acknowledgments, 

author’s note, pronunciation guide, glossary, index 
●● Search for information in sentences that vary in length, structure, 

and punctuation based on complexity
●● Search for information in sentences with nouns, verbs, adjectives, 

and adverbs in a series, divided by commas
●● Search for and understand information presented in a variety of 

ways: e.g., simple dialogue, dialogue with pronouns, split dialogue, 
assigned and sometimes unassigned dialogue, dialogue among 
multiple characters, some long stretches of dialogue, direct dialogue 

●● Search for and understand information over some long stretches of 
dialogue with multiple characters talking 

●● Use the chronological order within multiple episodes to search for 
and use information 

●● Notice and use punctuation marks: e.g., period, comma, question 
mark, exclamation mark, parentheses, quotation marks, hyphen, 
dash, ellipses

●● Search for and use information from a wide variety of illustrations or 
graphics

●● Search for and use information in texts with variety in placement of 
the body of a text, sidebars, and graphics 

●● Search for information in a variety of graphics (photos, drawings with 
labels and captions, diagrams, maps) 

monitoring and seLF-CorreCting
●● Use multiple sources of information (visual information in print, 

meaning/pictures, graphics, language structure) to monitor and 
self- correct

●● Self- correct covertly prior to or after error with little overt self-
correction

●● Control the reading process with the eyes (without finger pointing)
●● Closely monitor understanding of texts using knowledge of a wide 

range of fiction genres: e.g., realistic fiction, historical fiction, 
traditional literature (folktale, fairy tale, fable, myth, legend, epic, 
ballad), fantasy including science fiction, hybrid text 

●● Closely monitor understanding of texts using knowledge of a wide 
range of forms: e.g., poems, plays, graphic texts, letters, diaries, 
journal entries, short stories 

●● Use understanding of plot, setting, and character to monitor and 
correct reading 

●● Use awareness of narrative structure and the attributes of 
multidimensional characters that change to self- monitor and 
self- correct 

●● Use content knowledge of the topic of a text to self- monitor and 
self- correct 

●● Use knowledge of nonfiction genres to monitor understanding of a 
text: e.g., expository nonfiction, narrative nonfiction, biography, 
autobiography, memoir, procedural text, persuasive text 

●● Use information from graphics (e.g., maps, diagrams, charts, photos, 
illustrations) to self- monitor reading 

soLving Words

�freading Words
●● Recognize a large number of high- frequency words and 

multisyllable words rapidly and automatically
●● Solve multisyllable words by taking them apart using syllables
●● Read the full range of regular and irregular plurals
●● Identify spelling patterns within multisyllable words to solve them
●● Read some multisyllable words with complex letter- sound 

relationships
●● Read a wide range of contractions, possessives, and compound 

words, adjectives, adverbs, comparatives, and common as well as 
complex connectives

●● Notice parts of words and connect them to other words to solve them
●● Solve words rapidly while processing continuous text and with 

minimum overt self- correction
●● Read some multisyllable proper nouns that are difficult to decode 

and use text resources like pronunciation guide as needed
●● Solve words by identifying base words and affixes (prefixes and 

suffixes)
●● Read hyphenated words divided across lines and across pages
●● Demonstrate flexibility in using many different strategies for solving 

words

Selecting Goals Behaviors and Understandings to Notice, Teach, and Support
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ffVocabulary
●● Derive the meaning of new words and expand meaning of known 

words using flexible strategies: e.g., context in a sentence; 
connections to other words; synonyms and antonyms; word parts; 
base words and affixes; word function in a sentence

●● Actively and consistently add to vocabulary through reading
●● Connect words to synonyms and antonyms to expand understanding
●● Understand a large body of words that are in common oral 

vocabulary (Tier 1)
●● Understand some words that appear in the language of mature 

users and in written texts (Tier 2)
●● Understand some words particular to academic disciplines (Tier 3)
●● Understand the meaning and function of all parts of speech
●● Understand the meaning of regular and irregular plurals
●● Understand many words that have multiple meanings and identify 

the specific meaning that applies in a sentence or paragraph
●● Understand words that require the use of multiple sources of 

information (i.e., background knowledge, pictures, visual 
information)

●● Understand the meaning and function of common (simple) 
connectives that occur in oral language and some sophisticated 
(complex) connectives that are more typical of written language

●● Identify base words and understand prefixes and suffixes that add or 
change meaning, function, or tense

●● Understand denotative, connotative, idiomatic, and figurative 
meaning of words

●● Understand the connotative or figurative meanings of words that 
contribute to the mood of the text including words that assign 
dialogue; e.g., whispered, snarled

●● Add actively to vocabulary through learning new words from reading
●● Understand that in graphic texts, information about words is in the 

illustrations, and also that many unusual words appear in graphic 
texts (i.e., onomatopoetic)

●● Understand the connotative meanings of descriptive adjectives, 
verbs, and adverbs, and use them to make inferences about 
characters 

●● Derive the meanings of technical words and author- created words in 
science fiction 

●● Understand and acquire content- specific words that require the use 
of strategic actions (i.e., using definitions within the body of a text, 
the glossary or other reference tools) 

●● Understand key words in graphics such as maps, diagrams, and 
charts 

Maintaining Fluency
●● Read orally with appropriate phrasing, pausing, intonation, word 

stress, and rate
●● Read silently at a slightly faster rate than when reading orally while 

maintaining comprehension and accuracy
●● Demonstrate the ability to skim and scan while reading silently to 

search for information quickly
●● Sustain momentum through short texts and some short chapter 

books or books of short stories, making significant progress daily
●● Notice periods, commas, question marks, exclamation marks, 

parentheses, quotation marks, dashes, and ellipses and begin to 
reflect them with the voice through intonation and pausing

●● Stress words that are in bold, italics, or varied font 
●● Recognize and read expressively a variety of dialogue, some 

unassigned 
●● Read parts in a script with demonstration of all dimensions of 

fluency 
●● Show in the voice when words in a text (sometimes shown in italics) 

reflect unspoken thought 
f● Orally read novels in verse reflecting the meaning and rhythm with 
the voice 

●● Reflect numbered and bulleted lists with the voice when reading 
orally 

adjusting
●● Slow down to problem-solve or search for information and resume 

reading with momentum
●● Adjust reading to accommodate compound sentences and sentences 

with a variety in order of clauses
●● Adjust reading to recognize the purpose and characteristics of fiction 

and nonfiction genres and of special types of fiction texts like 
mystery

●● Adjust to accommodate embedded forms (e.g., letters, diaries, 
journal entries) within narrative and expository texts

●● Adjust expectations to read a simple hybrid text
●● Adjust reading to process a graphic text
●● Adjust reading to understand that a text can be a collection of short 

stories related to an overarching theme
●● Adjust to read parts in a readers’ theater script or a play
●● Adjust reading to understand that a text can be a collection of short 

stories related to an overarching theme 

solving Words (continued)

Thinking within The TexT (continued) 
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Selecting Goals Behaviors and Understandings to Notice, Teach, and Support (cont.)

●● Adjust reading to recognize variations in narrative structure: e.g., 
story- within- a- story, simple flashback 
�● Adjust reading to follow texts that change perspective and/or 
narrator within the larger narrative 

●● Adjust reading to reflect a series of steps in procedural texts 
●● Adjust reading to accommodate varied placement of text body, 

photographs with captions, sidebars, and graphics 
●● Adjust reading to reflect a series of steps in a procedural text 
●● Adjust reading to recognize a persuasive text 

summarizing
●● Summarize important parts of a text (i.e., chapters or sections)
●● Summarize a story including important aspects of setting, plot 

(events, problem, climax, resolution), characters, theme or lesson 
(fiction)

●● Summarize the important information in the text in a clear and 
logical way without extraneous detail (nonfiction)

●● Summarize narrative nonfiction, biography, or a temporal sequence 
in time order 

●● Summarize a writer’s argument or main idea 
●● Sometimes use graphics to summarize a text: e.g., timeline or 

diagram of a chronological or temporal process 

THINKING BEYOND THE TEXT

PrediCting
 ◆ Make predictions based on personal experience and content 
knowledge

 ◆ Make predictions throughout a text based on the organizational 
structure (narrative, expository)

 ◆ Justify predictions with evidence from the text
 ◆ Predict the ending of a story based on knowledge of how plots work 
and understanding of settings, characters, and the story problem 

 ◆ Make predictions based on knowledge of fiction genres: e.g., 
realistic fiction, historical fiction, traditional literature, fantasy 
including science fiction, and hybrid text 

 ◆ Make predictions based on knowledge of special types of fiction: 
e.g., mystery; adventure story; animal story; family, friends, and 
school story 

 ◆ Predict potential solutions to the problem in the story 
 ◆ Use previous reading of a book in a series to predict types of 
characters and plots in a sequel or another book in the series 

 ◆ Make predictions based on knowledge from personal experiences 
and from reading: e.g., food production, environment, nature, 
problems of society, survival of a species 

 ◆ Make predictions based on knowledge of nonfiction genres: e.g., 
expository nonfiction, narrative nonfiction, biography, 
autobiography, memoir, procedural text, persuasive text, hybrid text 

 ◆ Make predictions based on knowledge of special forms: e.g., letters, 
diaries, and journal entries; photo essays, news articles 

 ◆ Make predictions based on knowledge of underlying text structures: 
e.g., description, cause and effect, chronological sequence, temporal 
sequence, categorization, comparison and contrast, problem and 
solution, question and answer 

making ConneCtions
 ◆ Make connections among personal experiences, historical or current 
events, and texts

 ◆ Use knowledge from one text to understand content in another text
 ◆ Make many different kinds of connections among texts: e.g., author, 
illustrator, content, genre, topic, theme or message, events, problem, 
characters, language and style

 ◆ Make different kinds of connections among texts: e.g., content, 
graphics, main idea or message, text structure 

 ◆ State explicitly the nature of connections: e.g., topic, theme, 
message, characters, genre, writer, style
�◆ Make connections between students’ lives and the content that are 
particularly appropriate for adolescents

 ◆ Use background knowledge of traditional literature to recognize 
common characters and events 
�◆ Use background knowledge of past events to understand historical 
fiction 

 ◆ Make connections between the events in chapters that are 
connected to a single plot 

 ◆ Use background knowledge or content area study to understand 
settings in both historical and realistic fiction stories

 ◆ Make connections with the human traits and problems that are 
shared among people of many different cultures 

 ◆ Use background knowledge to understand settings in stories 
 ◆ Access background knowledge acquired from reading to understand 
the content of texts 

 ◆ When reading chapter books, make connections between previous 
events of the plot and what is happening at another point in the text 

 ◆ Access background knowledge to understand descriptions of 
temporal sequence 

THINKING WITHIN THE TEXT (continued) 
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synthesizing
 ◆ Talk about what the reader knows about the topic before reading the 
text and identify new knowledge gained from reading 

 ◆ Compare previous understandings with the new understandings the 
text provides

 ◆ Identify interesting, new, or surprising information in a text
 ◆ Express new ways of thinking based on engagement with the text
 ◆ Provide evidence from the text to support statements describing 
new learning
�◆ Describe changing perspective as a story unfolds 
 ◆ Talk about new ways of thinking from vicarious experiences in 
reading fiction

 ◆ Talk about new understanding of different cultures, places, and 
times in history 

 ◆ Synthesize new content from texts and describe it to others with 
evidence from the text 

 ◆ Take on perspectives from diverse cultures and bring cultural 
knowledge to understanding a text 

inFerring
 ◆ Make inferences about setting to help in understanding the story 
 ◆ Understand and infer the importance of the setting of a biography 
that may be distant in time and geography from students’ own 
knowledge 

 ◆ Infer character traits, feelings, and motivations from what characters 
say, think, or do and what others say or think about them 

 ◆ Infer the causes for character traits and for problems that a character 
experiences 

 ◆ Infer traits of multidimensional characters that have both good and 
bad traits and have choices to make 

 ◆ Infer complex relationships between and among characters by 
noticing evidence in their responses to each other 
�◆ Compare inferences with those of other readers and consider 
alternative interpretations of characters’ motives and the writer’s 
message 

�◆ Infer potential solutions to the story problem and find evidence to 
support them 

 ◆ Understand the problems of challenging situations: e.g., war, the 
environment

 ◆ Infer some abstract themes and ideas
 ◆ Infer messages of a text and discuss how they are applicable to 
people’s lives
�◆ Infer universal human themes and issues that affect human 
problems across the world 

 ◆ Infer the overarching theme(s) in a collection of short stories 
 ◆ Infer the larger message in a text (i.e., what can be learned from it 
beyond the facts) 

 ◆ Infer information from the pictures that add meaning to the text
 ◆ Talk about the pictures, revealing interpretation of a problem or of 
characters’ feelings 

 ◆ Use illustrations to infer characters’ feelings 
 ◆ Infer information about characters, setting, plot, and action from 
graphic texts, in which illustrations carry much of the meaning 

 ◆ Make inferences from print narrative alone (no pictures) 
 ◆ Infer the meaning of a range of graphics that require reader 
interpretation and are essential to comprehending the text 

 ◆ Understand the connotative meanings of words that contribute to 
the mood and meaning of the text
�◆ Infer beliefs, customs, and perspectives of people who live in other 
cultures 
�◆ Infer beliefs, customs, and perspectives of people who live in the 
near and distant past 
�◆ Infer attitudes that may be new or contrary to readers’ current beliefs 
�◆ Infer what life might be like and what people might believe and do 
at a time in the future 

 ◆ Infer important information from familiar content as well as topics 
more distant from students’ typical experience: e.g., different parts 
of the world, history, science 

THINKING BEYOND THE TEXT (continued) 
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Selecting Goals Behaviors and Understandings to Notice, Teach, and Support (cont.)

THINKING ABOUT THE TEXT

anaLyzing
● Understand that a graphic text may represent any fiction or 
nonfiction genre

● Understand the unique characteristics of fiction and nonfiction 
graphic texts

● Understand and describe characteristics of fiction genres, including 
realistic fiction, historical fiction, traditional literature (folktale, fairy 
tale, fable, myth, legend, epic, ballad), fantasy, and hybrid text 

● Notice elements and basic motifs of fantasy: e.g., the supernatural, 
imaginary and otherworldly creatures, gods and goddesses, talking 
animals, struggle between good and evil, magic, fantastic or magical 
objects, wishes, trickery, transformations 

● Understand the difference between realistic and historical fiction 
(events that could happen in the real world) and fantasy 

● Identify and understand characteristics of special types of fiction: 
e.g., mystery; adventure story; animal story; family, friends, and 
school story 

● Understand and describe the characteristics of nonfiction genres, 
including expository nonfiction, narrative nonfiction, biography, 
autobiography, memoir, procedural text, persuasive text, and hybrid 
text 

● Understand that a biography is the story of a person’s life and is 
usually told in chronological order 

● Notice that a biography is built around significant events, problems 
to overcome, and the subject’s decisions 

● Understand that a nonfiction book may be procedural (i.e., “how- to”) 

● Understand that a nonfiction book may have “how-to” procedures 
embedded within it 

● Understand that the information and ideas in a text are related to 
each other and notice how the author presents this

● Recognize a writer’s use of embedded forms (e.g., letters, journal 
entries) within narrative or expository texts

● Recognize and understand variation in plot structure: story- within- a- 
story, flashback 

● Understand first-, third-, and second-person narrative

● Recognize a writer’s use of underlying text structures: e.g., 
description, cause and effect, chronological sequence, temporal 
sequence, categorization, comparison and contrast, problem and 
solution, question and answer 

● Notice that a writer organizes a text into categories and 
subcategories 

● Think analytically about the significance of a title
�� Notice aspects of the writer’s craft: e.g., style, syntax, use of one or 
more narrators

● Recognize settings that are familiar as well as some distant in time 
and geography 

● Understand how a setting is important to the plot and the characters’ 
perspectives 

● Notice characteristics of setting in fantasy that involve magic and/or 
an imaginary world 

● Identify a central story problem in a text with multiple episodes 
�� Notice when a text has a moral lesson close to the end of the story 

● Relate character development to the events of the plot 

● Understand the role of supporting characters in a story 

● Notice the evidence a writer provides to show character attributes 
and motives as well as characters’ changes 

● Understand the perspective from which a story is told and talk about 
why a writer selected it 
�� Notice a change of perspective and/or narrator within the larger text 
and hypothesize why the writer has presented the text in this way 

● Notice how a fiction writer creates and sustains suspense 

● Notice language used to show chronological order

● Notice a writer’s use of figurative language and discuss how it adds 
to the meaning or enjoyment of a text

● Notice a writer’s use of common and more sophisticated connectives 
to show how ideas are related in a text

● Notice a fiction writer’s use of italics to indicate unspoken thought 

● Notice a fiction writer’s use of poetic and expressive language in 
dialogue 

● Notice a writer’s use of humorous words or onomatopoetic words 
and talk about how they add to the action 

Guided Reading 547
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 � Notice literary language typical of traditional literature: e.g., a long 
time ago there lived, long ago and far away, once there lived 

 � Notice and think analytically about a writer’s use of argument or 
persuasion 

 � Notice when the writer uses the second person to talk directly to the 
reader 

 � Understand that illustrations carry the dialogue and action in graphic 
texts

 � Notice that illustrations add to the reader’s understanding of the 
characters, the action, and the feeling or mood of the story 

 � Recognize how illustrations enhance the meaning of a text 

 � Notice the format of a photo essay and understand the purpose 

 � Notice how the writer uses graphics to convey information that 
complements the body of the text 

 � Understand that illustrations or photographs add to the ideas and 
information in a text 

�� After reading several books by an author, discuss style, use of 
language, typical content

 � Use some academic language to talk about genres: e.g., fiction; 
family, friends, and school story; folktale; animal story; humorous 
story; fairy tale; fable; tall tale; realistic fiction; mystery; adventure 
story; sports story; historical fiction; fantasy; nonfiction; informational 
text; informational book; factual text; how-to book; biography; 
autobiography; narrative nonfiction; memoir; procedural text; 
persuasive text, hybrid text

 � Use some academic language to talk about forms: e.g., series book, 
play, chapter book, comics, graphic text, letter, sequel, short story, 
diary entry, journal entry, news article, feature article

 � Use some academic language to talk about literary features: e.g., 
beginning, ending, character, question and answer, main character, 
character change, message, dialogue, topic, events, setting, 
description, time order, problem and solution, comparison and 
contrast, main idea, flashback, conflict, resolution, theme, descriptive 
language, simile, cause and effect, categorization, persuasive 
language

�� Use some specific language to talk about book and print features: 
e.g., front cover, back cover, page, author, illustrator, illustration, 
photograph, title, label, drawing, heading, caption, table of contents, 
chapter, chapter title, dedication, sidebar, glossary, map, diagram, 
infographic, author’s note, illustrator’s note, section, book jacket, 
acknowledgments, subheading, text, pronunciation guide, chart, 
graph, timeline, index

CRITIQUING
 � Share opinions about an illustration or photograph

 � Evaluate the quality of illustrations or graphics

 � Assess how graphics add to the quality of the text or provide 
additional information 

 � Give an opinion about the believability of plot, character actions, or 
the resolution of a problem 

 � Assess whether a text is authentic and consistent with life experience 

 � State specifically what makes a plot or character believable 

 � Share opinions of characters and talk about how they could have 
made different decisions or behaved differently 

 � Assess whether a text is authentic and consistent with reader’s 
background knowledge 

 � Express tastes and preferences in reading and support choices with 
descriptions and examples of literary elements: e.g., genre, setting, 
plot, theme, character, style and language

 � Share opinions about a text and give rationales and examples

 � Evaluate aspects of a text that add to enjoyment or interest: e.g., 
humorous characters or surprising information
�� Evaluate the text in terms of readers’ own experiences as 
preadolescents

 � Talk critically about what a writer does to make a topic interesting or 
important 

 � Talk about why the subject of a biography is important or sets an 
example for others 

 � Notice the author’s qualifications to write on a topic 

 � Distinguish between fact and opinion 

ANALYZING (continued)

THINKING ABOUT THE TEXT (continued) 
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Selecting Goals Behaviors and Understandings to Notice, Teach, and Support (cont.)

Planning for Word Work After Guided Reading
Using your recent observations of the readers’ ability to take words apart quickly and efficiently while 
reading text, plan for one to three minutes of active engagement of students’ attention to letters, sounds, and 
words. Prioritize the readers’ noticing of print features and active hands- on use of magnetic letters, a white 
board, word cards, or pencil and paper to promote fluency and flexibility in visual processing.

examples:
� Make a full range of plural nouns, 
including regular plurals that require 
spelling changes and irregular plurals 
(experiment/experiments; mistress/
mistresses; glossary/glossaries; goose/
geese)
� Recognize and solve words in which one 
consonant sound is represented by several 
different letters or letter clusters (squeak, 
panic, wreck; wharf, giraffe, enough)

� Work flexibly with a base word, changing 
letters or adding or taking away one or 
more affixes to make a new word (sell/seal/
sealing/unseal)
� Break apart multisyllable words by syllable 
(base/ment, coy/o/te, de/part/ment, 
a/quar/i/um, par/tic/u/lar)
� Make word ladders by changing letters 
and/or word parts

� Break apart words with an open syllable 
and a long vowel sound (fa/vor, bee/tle, 
fro/zen) and a closed syllable with a short 
vowel sound (lan/tern, mid/night, pol/ish)
� Recognize and use homophones (aye, I; 
weighed, wade; caller, collar) and 
homographs (pupil, port, pant)
� Sort words based on any word features

Guided Reading 549
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The LLI Gold System employs 4 types 

of lesson frameworks. Each lesson is 

designed to be 45 minutes in duration 

delivered once per day, 5 days per week, 

to small groups of 4 students. Depending 

on a student’s reading level at their time 

of entry, the LLI Gold System intervention 

may last 18 to 24+ weeks. 

There are a total of 192 lessons in the 

System. Each level contains 24 alternating 

standard lessons, followed by 4 novel 

study lessons, and 4 optional test 

preparation lessons underpinned by 

precisely leveled, original student books. 

The level-specific competencies and the 

behaviors and understandings to notice, 

teach, and support from The Fountas & 

Pinnell Literacy Continuum, Expanded 

Edition are included at the end of the 

lesson sequence for each level.

Designed for 
Success

STANDARD LESSONS
Odd-numbered standard lessons introduce a new instructional level book and focus 

on reading, discussion of meaning, and phonics and word study. The even-numbered 

standard lessons introduce a new independent level book and focus on writing to 

extend meaning, phonics and word work, and fluency.

STANDARD LESSON FRAMEWORK

ODD-NUMBERED STANDARD LESSON EVEN-NUMBERED STANDARD LESSON

Discussing Yesterday’s 
New Book

5 
minutes

Revisiting Yesterday’s 
New Book

Choose one:
• Comprehension
• Vocabulary
• Fluency

5 minutes

Revisiting Yesterday’s 
New Book

Choose one:
• Comprehension
• Vocabulary
• Fluency

5 
minutes

Rereading and 
Assessment

5 minutes

Phonics/Word Study
10 

minutes
Writing About 
Reading

15 
minutes

Reading a New Book 
(Instructional Level)
• Introducing the Text
• Reading the Text
• Discussing and 

Revisiting the Text
• Teaching Point

25 
minutes

Phonics/Word Study
10 

minutes

Reading a New Book 
(Independent Level)
• Introducing the Text
• Reading the Text

10 
minutes

TOTAL: 45 MINS TOTAL: 45 MINS

THE STANDARD LESSON FRAMEWORKS 
• 72 odd-numbered  

Standard lessons

• 72 even-numbered 

Standard lessons

26

“ Progress is not enough; 

struggling readers need 

to make faster progress 

than their peers, and that 

is the whole purpose of 

intervention.”
—Irene C. Fountas  

and Gay Su Pinnell

Lesson Frameworks

• 45 minutes a day, 5 days a 
week for optimal results and 
intensity

• 4 students per group 

• 18–24+ weeks of explicit, 
intensive instruction

http://fountasandpinnell.com


LESSON SLEVELYou Will Need
Visit fountasandpinnell.com/resources to download
technological resources to support this lesson, including:

HOW THE BOOK WORKS This book chronicles, in sequence, the 5,000-year history of gum. Embedded 
structures include description, problem/solution, and cause/effect. Readers’ tools include a table of contents, 
photographs, a timeline, numbered steps for the process of making gum, pronunciation guides, and a glossary.

Analysis of New Book Characteristics  The History of Chewing Gum, Level S

Pick-a-Pair Game

 The History of Chewing Gum, 
Level S
Little Plane, Huge Dream, Level Q
words (see Appendix A)

SYSTEM Gold
NEW BOOK The History of Chewing Gum
GENRE Nonfiction/Narrative Nonfiction

Goals
COMPREHENSION 
 d Understand the characteristics of the genre of biography.
 d Infer why a writer includes childhood experiences and interests in a biography, and 

think critically about the craft of this genre.
 d Infer information from bar graphs. 
 d Think critically about the importance of a topic.
 d Notice how writers of nonfiction texts convince readers that the topic is important.
 d Bring background knowledge to the comprehension of a nonfiction text.
 d Connect information across a text to understand major points.

WORD STUDY/VOCABULARY 
 d Use morphology and word parts to understand the meaning of a word and connect it to 

other words by meaningful parts.
 d Notice word parts that signal comparison.
 d Distinguish between comparative words and agent nouns.

FLUENCY 
 d Read orally with appropriate intonation and word stress.

GENRE/FORM
 d Nonfiction
 d Narrative

TEXT STRUCTURE
 d Chronological sequence
 d Description
 d Problem/solution 
 d Cause/effect

CONTENT
 d Archeological find
 d Scientific study
 d Manufacturing of gum

THEMES AND IDEAS
 d People have been chewing gum for 

5,000 years
 d People chew gum for different reasons

LANGUAGE AND LITERARY FEATURES
 d Descriptive language (They took the 

gooey, yellowish resin from sap found in 
the tree’s bark.)

SENTENCE COMPLEXITY
 d Variety in sentence length, with a few 

sentences longer than twenty words
 d Questions in texts (Why would people 

chew something without eating it or 
swallowing it?)

VOCABULARY
 d New vocabulary words explained in the 

glossary (archeologists, resin, sapodilla) 
 d Some new vocabulary word meanings can 

be derived from context (craze, tinker)

WORDS
 d Multisyllable words that may be 

challenging to decode (archeologists, 
licorice, entrepreneur, accidentally)

 d Proper nouns that may be challenging 
to decode (Guatemala, Belize, Antonio 
Lopez, Diemer)

 d Hyphenated adjectives (trail-making, 
sweet-tasting, gum-chewing)

 d Compound words (drugstore, 
shopkeeper, gumballs, businesspeople, 
stomachaches)

ILLUSTRATIONS
 d Modern and historical photographs that 

support and enhance understanding 
 d Illustrations to show steps in making 

chewing gum 
 d Map with caption and inset

BOOK AND PRINT FEATURES
 d Table of contents
 d Headings
 d Sidebars with important information
 d Captions
 d Bar graph (Gum Chewing by Country)
 d Numbered step-by-step directions for 

how gum is made today 
 d Timeline showing the history of gum
 d Pronunciation guides (REZ-in)
 d Bold for words found in glossary
 d Full range of punctuation necessary for 

complex sentences, including dashes, 
ellipses, and colons

 d Glossary

LEVEL S 
LESSO

N 149

149

REREADING
Little Plane, Huge Dream, 
Level Q

NEW BOOK
 The History of Chewing Gum, 
Level S
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Discussing 
Yesterday’s 
New Book

Revisiting 
Yesterday’s 
New Book
Options and 
Suggested 
Language

Choose one:
Comprehension
Vocabulary
Fluency

 d Invite students to share their thinking about Little Plane, Huge Dream. Some key 
understandings they may express:

Thinking Within   the Text Thinking Beyond   the Text Thinking About   the Text

 d From boyhood, Maynard 
Hill loved making model 
airplanes.

 d In college, he learned how 
to build and fly model 
planes with radio controls.

 d He built model planes that 
set 23 world records.

 d When he was 77, he flew a 
model plane from Canada 
to Ireland, setting a record.

 d Maynard Hill was motivated 
to be successful by his love 
of model airplanes.

 d His persistence, despite 
many disappointments, was 
rewarded.

 d A person is never too old to 
pursue a dream.

 d The table “Fifth Time’s the 
Charm!” summarizes the 
information of the five TAM 
flights.

 d Questions in the text 
represent Hill’s thinking 
and give insights into his 
character.

 d The photograph of the 
magazine cover provides 
authenticity to the story.

MESSAGE It may take longer than you ever imagined, but with persistence and the right skills, you can make 
your dreams come true.

Comprehension Infer and Critique

Let’s look back at your reading from yesterday to talk about your thinking.

 d Close Reading The writer of a biography often begins by telling about the subject’s 
childhood. Read page 3, and then let’s talk about the experiences in Maynard Hill’s 
childhood that influenced his entire life. [Students read and respond.]

 d Confirm Thinking You noticed that even as a young boy, Maynard loved airplanes 
and made many model airplanes. He loved watching them soar even a short distance, 
and that is probably why he worked all his life to achieve his dream at age 77. Do you 
think this information is important in helping readers understand the subject of the 
biography? Why or why not? [Students respond.]

Vocabulary Use Morphology and Word Parts: previous

Let’s look back at your reading from yesterday to think together about word meaning.

 d Take a look at the bar graph on page 7 that shows how Maynard broke the previous 
record. Have students find the word previous on the graph. Write previous on the 
whiteboard and then divide it into syllables (pre/vi/ous). Read the label on the graph 
and talk with your partner about what previous means. [Students read and respond.] 
Have partners share their definitions with the group.

 d Previous means “coming before.” Take a look at the beginning word part, pre-. Write 
preschool, preheat, and preview on the whiteboard. When pre- is used as a prefix, it 
usually means “before.” Invite students to talk about the meanings of all four words 
and the connections they see among them. 

PROMPTING  
GUIDE, PART 2

Refer to pages 22 
and 52 as needed

REREADING
Little Plane, Huge Dream, 
Level Q

REREADING
Little Plane, Huge Dream, 
Level Q

28
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Phonics/ 
Word Study
Agent Nouns 

PROMPTING  
GUIDE, PART 1

Refer to pages 18 
and 19 as needed

Fluency Echo Reading: Intonation and Word Stress 

Let’s look back at your reading from yesterday to think about how your reading sounds.

 d Turn to page 14, and listen while I read the last two paragraphs. I’ll try to make my 
voice show how important this last chance was to Maynard and how exciting the call 
from Ireland was. 

 d Read the paragraphs with good intonation and word stress. What did you notice? 
[Students respond.]

 d You noticed that my voice went up and down, and I stressed, or emphasized, some 
words more than others. In the last paragraph, I stressed finally and ground and that 
made it sound like an exciting moment. 

 d Have the students read the paragraphs the same way.

Principle Some words name people who do things (farmer, driver, swimmer). 
The -er ending is also used for comparison (smaller).

Say and Sort
 d Show the following words: actor, bigger, darker, farmer. Use any word that the 

students might not understand in a sentence. What do you notice about these words? 
Which ones are alike? [Students respond.]

 d Help students see that two of these words name people who do things and the 
others are words that compare. 

 d Show builder, jogger, and writer. What are the base words? [Students respond.] 
Underline build, jog, and write. How was each word changed to make a word that 
names a person? [Students respond.] Help students see that the verbs became nouns 
when -er was added.

 d Give partners the following words: beggar, cheaper, dreamer, quicker, sailor, smaller, 
shopper, skater. Have them sort the words into two columns.

 d What did you notice when you sorted the words? [Students respond.]

 d Help the students notice that agent nouns can have spelling changes and can end in 
-er, -or, or -ar.

 d Summarize the lesson by restating the principle.

 d Give the students the Pick-a-Pair Game to play in class or at home.

LEVEL S 
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Reading a 
New Book
Suggested 
Language

GENRE FOCUS This book tells the factual history of gum in a narrative with a timeline. Archeological research 
and one behavioral study support the facts and hypotheses. Step-by-step directions explain how chewing gum is 
made today.

Introducing the Text 
 d You have an informational book today. The title is The History of Chewing Gum by 

Terry Miller Shannon. Do you find the title surprising? Why? [Students respond.] Have 
students read the back cover of the book and make comments. 

 d Chewing gum has a really long and important history. Read aloud or summarize the 
information on the inside back cover for the students. What else do you know about 
chewing gum? [Students respond.]

 d Look at page 2. In the picture, you see some birch bark tar gum from a birch tree. It 
has tooth marks on it. How would you like to chew on that? [Students respond.] You’ll 
read about why people might have chewed a blob like this 5,000 years ago. 

 d Look at the bar graph on page 3 and talk about the information you get from it. 
[Students respond.] Gum chewing is popular. Read the sidebar on page 3. What does it 
tell you? [Students read and respond.]

 d Turn to page 4. You’ll find that people around the world found chewable material 
in local plants. Have students locate the words resin and mastic and use the 
pronunciation guides to pronounce the words. Talk about their meanings. 

 d In Mexico, people chewed a natural gum from the sapodilla tree. They called it chicle. 
That word is a lot like the Spanish word chicle, which means “gum.”

 d Look at pages 8 and 9. You can see how chicle can be made into gum. There’s the 
sapodilla tree in the first circle, and you can see the four steps. A general named Santa 
Anna hired an inventor named Thomas Adams to try to make chicle into tires. Can 
you imagine using gum instead of rubber? [Students respond.] 

 d Using chicle to make tires didn’t work, but chicle did make very good gum. Adams 
patented the process. Have students locate the word patented on page 10. Clarify the 
meaning if needed. 

 d Thomas Adams was a businessman, an entrepreneur. Find that long word on page 
11 and say it. [Students respond.] Over the years, many entrepreneurs wanted to make 
money from gum, so they improved it. 

 d Remember that the definitions of the words in bold will be in the glossary.

 d As you read, think about how the information at the beginning of the book helps you 
understand why people worked to create better chewing gum. 

Reading the Text
 d Students read the text silently.

 d If you have a concern about the reading of a particular student, this is a time 
to sample the student’s oral reading and teach for, prompt for, or reinforce 
problem-solving actions or fluency as needed. If the student’s comprehension is 
a concern, interact and support the student’s thinking within, beyond, or about 
the text. Use Prompting Guide, Part 1 (oral reading) or Prompting Guide, Part 2 
(comprehension) to refer to the area of need and select specific language.

NEW BOOK
The History of Chewing Gum, 
Level S 

PROMPTING GUIDE, PART 1

PROMPTING GUIDE, PART 2 
Refer to pages as needed
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PROMPTING  
GUIDE, PART 2

Refer to page 52 
as needed

PROMPTING  
GUIDE, PART 2

Refer to page 35 
as needed

Discussing and Revisiting the Text 
 d Invite students to talk about what they learned from reading The History of 

Chewing Gum.

 d Why do you think Terry Shannon wanted to tell this story? What is her message? 
[Students respond.] 

 d Sometimes something we take for granted, like gum, may have a really long, 
interesting history. It makes life more interesting when you know more about 
everyday items like gum. Also, the story of gum tells you a lot about how 
entrepreneurs work to make money. 

 d Continue the discussion, guiding students toward the key understandings and the 
main message of the text. Some key understandings students may express:

Thinking Within   the Text Thinking Beyond   the Text Thinking About   the Text

 d An archeologist discovered 
a 5,000-year-old blob of tar 
with tooth marks.

 d Native Americans chewed 
the resin from spruce trees.

 d Businesspeople changed 
the gum recipe to make 
money.

 d People chew gum for many 
reasons—it tastes good, 
freshens breath, keeps 
teeth healthy, and improves 
alertness and memory.

 d People in the United States 
chew more gum than 
people in other countries.

 d The most common 
ingredient in gum over the 
years has come from trees.

 d Although people have 
been chewing gum for 
centuries, it is only recently 
that flavors and colors have 
been added.

 d The timeline serves as a 
summary of the history 
of gum described in the 
narrative.

 d An archeological finding 
and a scientific study 
support the authenticity of 
the text.

 d The topic is interesting for 
young readers because 
gum is a popular treat and 
forbidden in most schools.

MESSAGE We can often make things better through hard work and experimentation.

Teaching Points 
 d Based on your observations, use Prompting Guide, Part 2 to select a teaching point 

that will be most helpful to the readers. You may also use the suggestion below.

 d Talk about the information on pages 2 and 3 and then share your thinking about why 
the writer might have included it. [Students respond.]

 d The writers of nonfiction texts sometimes start by convincing readers that the topic is 
important. Did you find this information convincing? Did it make you feel that this topic 
is important? [Students respond.] Also, chewing gum is very popular around the world. 
That means a lot of chewing gum is sold. So when you read the rest of the book, you 
knew that if people could make better chewing gum, they could make a lot of money.

 d If you write an informational text like this one, you may want to start by providing 
some information to show how the topic is important. 

LEVEL S 
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Professional Development and Tutorial Videos, LLI Gold System 
View “Instructional Procedures for Phonics/Word Study: Say and 
Sort” on the Professional Development Video.

Genre Study: Teaching with Fiction and Nonfiction Books 
Read Chapter 9, “Understanding Biography: Learning from the Lives 
of Others.”

Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency: Thinking, Talking,  
and Writing About Reading, K–8 
 Read pages 178–182 of Chapter 13, “Understanding the Demands 
of Nonfiction Texts.”

Leveled Literacy Intervention System Guide, LLI Gold System 
Read “Teaching Standard Lessons (Odd-Numbered)” in Section 4.

Supporting English Language Learners

Professional Development Links

Observe to find evidence that readers can:

Assessing Reading and Writing Behaviors

Classroom and Homework

To support English language learners, you can:
 d be sure students understand the phrase influenced 

his entire life during Comprehension work. 
 d ensure understanding of prompting language.
 d check how students use nonfiction text features to 

extend their understanding.
 d demonstrate pronunciation of multisyllable 

words (e.g., archeologists, licorice, entrepreneur, 
accidentally).

 d check for understanding of wads of gum, inventor, 
experiments, substance, and in style today.

 d be sure students understand how to derive 
meanings of new words from context; model as 
necessary.

 d observe students reading longer, complex sentences 
with appropriate stress and intonation.

 d demonstrate using bar graphs to get new information.

 d understand and describe characteristics of the genre 
of biography.

 d infer and state why a writer includes childhood 
experiences and interests in a biography; think 
critically about the craft of this genre.

 d infer and discuss information from bar graphs. 
 d think critically about and discuss the importance  

of a topic.
 d notice and discuss how writers of nonfiction texts 

convince readers that the topic is important. 
 d share background knowledge related to a  

nonfiction text.

 d connect and discuss information across a text to 
understand major points.

 d use morphology and word parts to understand the 
meaning of a word, and connect it to other words  
by meaningful parts.

 d notice word parts that signal comparison.
 d distinguish between comparative words and agent 

nouns.
 d read orally with appropriate intonation and word 

stress.

 d Play the Pick-a-Pair Game for practice with noun 
agents.

32



SLEVELYou Will Need
Visit fountasandpinnell.com/resources to download
technological resources to support this lesson, including:

Analysis of New Book Characteristics  The Old Knife, Level Q

HOW THE BOOK WORKS This historical fiction third-person narrative takes place over three months during 
the Great Depression. Eleven-year-old Alex has new responsibilities when his father leaves home for a road-
building job. The climax occurs when Alex learns what is really important in life.

Goals
COMPREHENSION
 d Notice and understand the organization of a nonfiction text.
 d Think critically about the organization of a text.
 d Understand the genre of historical fiction.
 d Use knowledge of the setting to comprehend a historical fiction text.
 d Infer a character’s feelings and notice change.

WORD STUDY/VOCABULARY
 d Derive the meaning of a word from context and connect it with other words.
 d Add a suffix to a verb to change its meaning.
 d Recognize words with -ion and -tion.

FLUENCY
 d Read aloud with appropriate phrasing.

WRITING ABOUT READING
 d Identify and summarize important information.
 d Organize information in paragraphs.
 d Compare two stems to identify similarities and differences. 

The Old Knife, Level Q
The History of Chewing Gum, 
Level S
words (see Appendix A) 

Phrased Reading 150
Recording Form

Word List 150

SYSTEM Gold
NEW BOOK The Old Knife
GENRE Fiction/Historical

GENRE/FORM
 d Fiction
 d Historical

TEXT STRUCTURE
 d Third-person narrative
 d Chronological sequence over three 

months

CONTENT
 d Life on a small farm and its rewards  

and difficulties
 d Understanding the lack of modern 

conveniences during the Great 
Depression

 d Some historical understanding of the 
hardships people endured during the 
Great Depression

THEMES AND IDEAS
 d During hard times, families work 

together to survive
 d Sometimes it takes a difficult situation 

to teach us to appreciate what is really 
important

 d Things do not always work out as we 
hoped

 d As characters mature, their views of 
situations may change

LANGUAGE AND LITERARY FEATURES
 d Simile (Like a flea on a hot griddle, his 

father said.)
 d Idiomatic language (think before you 

jump, felt a stab of resentment)
 d Main character who grows both 

physically and emotionally over time
 d Onomatopoetic word (swoosh)

SENTENCE COMPLEXITY
 d Variety in sentence length, with many 

complex sentence structures 
 d Phrase punctuated as a full sentence 

(Work and worry.)

VOCABULARY
 d Content-specific words (stock tank, 

whittle, manger, butchered, mucking 
out)

 d New, unfamiliar vocabulary (stoking, 
kindling, drudgery, seething, agitation, 
plummeted)

WORDS
 d Hyphenated adjective (ice-cold)
 d Words with affixes (impatient, foolishly)

ILLUSTRATIONS
 d Artistic paintings that communicate 

meaning to match characters’ actions 
and feelings

BOOK AND PRINT FEATURES
 d Full range of punctuation, including 

dashes and a colon
 d Italics for a variety of purposes, including 

dialogue within a character’s thoughts and 
for emphasis (He deserved a new knife.)

 d Ellipses for incomplete speech and 
thoughts

LEVEL S 
LESSO

N 150

150LESSON

NEW BOOK
The Old Knife, Level Q

REREADING
The History of Chewing Gum, 
Level S
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Revisiting 
Yesterday’s 
New Book
Options and 
Suggested 
Language
✓ Choose one:

Comprehension
Vocabulary
Fluency

PROMPTING  
GUIDE, PART 1

Refer to page 18  
as needed

Comprehension Analyze

Let’s look back at your reading from yesterday to talk about your thinking.

 d Close Reading Let’s look at how the writer organizes the information in this book. 
Look through the book, and then let’s talk about what we noticed. [Students look  

and respond.]

 d Confirm Thinking You noticed that the writer starts by telling about the historical 
importance of the topic—gum. Then she tells about the earliest time we have evidence 
of people chewing gum. The writer then tells the story in chronological order—in the 
order of time. The word part chrono- means “time,” so chronological means “the 
order of time.” Look at the timeline on page 15 to see the chronological sequence. What 
is your thinking? [Students respond.] Do you think this is a good way to tell the story of 
gum? Why or why not? [Students respond.]

Vocabulary Learn from Context: convinced

Let’s look back at your reading from yesterday to think together about word meaning.

 d Find the word convinced in the first paragraph on page 7 and say the word as you run 
your finger under it. [Students respond.] 

 d Now, work with your partner to share your thinking, and write a brief definition of 
convinced in the word study section of your Literacy Notebook. [Students respond.]

 d Have students share their definitions with the group. Students can make changes to 
their definitions if needed.

 d Santa Anna persuaded, or convinced, Thomas Adams that chicle could be made into 
tires. Write con/vince on the whiteboard. The second part of the word, -vince, often 
means “conquer or overcome.” Do you see a connection? [Students respond.]

 d Write invincible on the whiteboard. The prefix in- means “not,” so what do you think 
invincible means? [Students respond.] It’s a describing word that means “cannot be 
overcome or conquered.” 

 d Today, you learned that the word part -vince often means “conquer or overcome.”

Fluency Phrased Reading: Phrasing

Let’s look back at your reading from yesterday to think about how your reading sounds.

 d Give the students Phrased Reading 150. 

 d Demonstrate reading the paragraph in phrases. Then, have the students read the 
paragraph with marked phrases to a partner.

 d Now, read the paragraph at the top of page 3 to your partner using good phrasing.

REREADING
The History of Chewing Gum, 
Level S
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Rereading 
and  
Assessment 
Suggested 
Language

Writing 
About 
Reading
Suggested 
Language

PROMPTING GUIDE, PART 1  
Refer to pages as needed to 
reinforce reading behaviors or 
PROMPTING GUIDE, PART 2 
Refer to pages 13 and 35 
as needed

 d Rereading for a Purpose Starting on page 7 in The History of Chewing Gum, reread 
as far as you can in the time we have. Be sure to pay attention to and think about the 
headings. As you read, think about what you learned about the work of inventors and 
entrepreneurs––what they do and what they have in common. 

 d Assessment While other students read for a purpose, listen to one student read the 
section identified in The History of Chewing Gum. Code the reading behavior on 
the Recording Form. Engage the student in a brief comprehension conversation, 
give scores for fluency and comprehension, and select a brief teaching point that 
will be most helpful to the reader. Analyze the record later.

Independent Writing Short Write
 d Talk with the students about what inventors and entrepreneurs do and what they 

have in common. Because they are always thinking and noticing, sometimes inventors 
make new discoveries when looking for something else. Entrepreneurs are always trying 
to improve their products so they can sell more.

 d In the writing section of your Literacy Notebook, write three paragraphs telling what 
you have learned about the ways inventors and entrepreneurs work. Write the first 
paragraph about inventors and the second paragraph about entrepreneurs. In the third 
paragraph, write what is true about both inventors and entrepreneurs.

 d You may want to list on the board what should be included in the assignment.
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Phonics/ 
Word Study
Suffixes  
(-ion, -tion) 

Principle Add the suffix -ion or -tion to change a verb to a noun. Sometimes the 
spelling changes. 

Add and Remove Parts
 d Show the following words: create, decorate, elect, introduce, protect, reduce. Use any 

word that the students might not understand in a sentence. What is the same about 
all these words? [Students respond.] You noticed that they are all verbs.

 d These verbs can be changed to nouns, or words that name something. Show the 
following words: creation, decoration, election, introduction, protection, reduction. 
Place each noun next to the related verb.

 d These new words name something and mean something different. How did each word 
change? [Students respond.] You noticed that -ion or -tion is added each time. When a 
word ends in ce, the e is dropped and -tion is added. When a word ends in te, the e is 
dropped and -ion is added. When a word ends in ct, -ion is added.

 d Give partners the following words: imitate, produce, select, separate, imitation, 
production, selection, separation. Have them spread out the words, and then take 
turns matching the associated verbs and nouns and telling how each verb was 
changed to become a noun. 

 d Summarize the lesson by restating the principle.

 d Give the students Word List 150. In class or at home, students choose two words 
from each column and add either -ion or -tion to change the verbs to nouns. 
Students write the nouns in the word study section of their Literacy Notebooks.
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Reading a 
New Book
Suggested 
Language

GENRE FOCUS This historical fiction text represents what many farm families endured during the Great 
Depression. The descriptions of the many challenges of running a farm without a male adult at home help the 
story come alive for readers.

Introducing the Text 
 d Your new book today is The Old Knife by Sharon Fear. Listen while I read some 

information the author provides. Read the material on the inside back cover to the 
students. Then, have them read the back cover of the book and share their thinking. 

 d What’s the genre of this book? [Students respond.] It’s historical fiction. What do you 
know about this genre? [Students respond.] The story is not real, but it could have 
happened, and the setting is in the past. So you need to think about the times that 
these characters lived in and what their lives were like.

 d Look at pages 2 and 3. There’s Alex and his father and mother. Read this first page to 
yourself, and then let’s talk about what Alex is like. [Students read and respond.]

 d We know that Alex sometimes just doesn’t think. You will learn that that’s how he 
broke his knife’s handle. A knife was a very important tool on the farm at that time. 

 d Look at page 6. You can see that Alex has a basin—a bowl—in his room to wash his 
face in the morning. They don’t have an indoor bathroom. 

 d Look at page 7 and read the words in italics. Then, talk about what you are thinking. 
[Students read and respond.]

 d Go to page 10. Here the writer says that they have enough food for the winter, but Alex 
has never had to worry about that before. He feels a stab of resentment toward his dad. 
What does that mean? [Students respond.] It’s almost like he feels real pain because he 
is angry at his dad. 

 d Have students turn to page 13 and locate the word drudgery. Clarify the meaning.

 d As you read, think about why Alex feels so resentful, and also think about what he 
hopes for his birthday. He wants a new knife. He feels he deserves a new knife because 
of all his hard work. Some interesting things happen to Alex. As you read, notice 
whether his feelings change. 

Reading the Text
 d Students begin to read the text silently if there is time.

 d If you have a concern about the reading of a particular student, this is a time 
to sample the student’s oral reading and teach for, prompt for, or reinforce 
problem-solving actions or fluency as needed. If the student’s comprehension is 
a concern, interact and support the student’s thinking within, beyond, or about 
the text. Use Prompting Guide, Part 1 (oral reading) or Prompting Guide, Part 2 
(comprehension) to refer to the area of need and select specific language.

LEVEL S 
LESSO

N 150

NEW BOOK
The Old Knife, Level Q 

PROMPTING GUIDE, PART 1

PROMPTING GUIDE, PART 2 
Refer to pages as needed
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Supporting English Language Learners

Professional Development and Tutorial Videos, LLI Gold System 
View “Instructional Procedures for Writing About Reading: 
Independent Writing” on the Professional Development Video.

Genre Study: Teaching with Fiction and Nonfiction Books 
Read Chapter 10, “Nonfiction Texts: Purpose, Organization,  
and Audience.”

Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency: Thinking, Talking,  
and Writing About Reading, K–8 
 Read pages 183–189 of Chapter 13, “Understanding the Demands 
of Nonfiction Texts.”

Leveled Literacy Intervention System Guide, LLI Gold System 
Read “Teaching Standard Lessons (Even-Numbered)” in Section 4.

Professional Development Links

Observe to find evidence that readers can:

Assessing Reading and Writing Behaviors

Classroom and Homework

To support English language learners, you can:
 d be sure students understand prompts used to 

support and extend phrased reading.
 d encourage students to note evidence from the text 

as they reread.
 d have students use their notes to expand oral 

language prior to writing.
 d check for understanding of the meanings of the root 

words and suffixes in Phonics/Word Study.
 d define quickly pry and whittle before having students 

read the italicized words on page 7.
 d help students hear and repeat new, unfamiliar 

vocabulary before reading (e.g., stoking, kindling, 
drudgery, seething, agitation, plummeted).

 d have students find evidence in the text of Alex 
changing as they read.

 d be explicit in teaching literary language (e.g., Like a 
flea on a hot griddle, do his dad proud, think before 
you jump).

 d model inferring vocabulary meanings where possible 
(e.g., stock tank, manger, butchered, mucking out).

 d help students understand the different uses of 
italics, including within a character’s thoughts and for 
emphasis.

 d understand and discuss the organization of a 
nonfiction text.

 d think critically about and discuss the organization  
of a text.

 d understand and describe characteristics of the genre 
of historical fiction.

 d use knowledge of the setting to comprehend a 
historical fiction text and discuss aspects of the setting.

 d infer and state a character’s feelings and notice change.

 d derive the meaning of a word from context and 
connect with other words.

 d understand how to change a verb into a noun by 
adding -ion or -tion. 

 d read aloud with appropriate phrasing.
 d identify important information, put it in a brief 

summary, and organize it in paragraphs. 
 d compare two stems to identify similarities and 

differences.

 d Finish reading The Old Knife.
 d Use Word List 150 to practice reading and writing 

words that end with -ion and -tion (optional).
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NOVEL STUDY LESSONS
Engage students in an in-depth study 

of high-quality, full-length novels that 

promote opportunities for inquiry and 

talk about complex texts. Novel Study 

provides students the opportunity to:

• build stamina for reading longer 

texts

• focus on multiple perspectives and 

widely divergent cultures 

• support the understanding of text 

characteristics over time

• draw attention to literary elements 

and the writer’s craft

• focus on comprehension of the 

deeper meanings of text. 

OPTIONAL TEST 
PREPARATION LESSONS
A sequence of 4 optional test 

preparation lessons is provided for 

schools seeking to help students 

become test smart and prepare for 

standardized testing. These lessons 

support teachers in delivering 

instruction that:

• supports the acquisition of the 

vocabulary frequently used in test 

items

• develops students’ understandings 

and strategies for thinking across 

test selections

• develops students’ competencies 

in writing well-crafted short and 

extended written responses

• develops students’ efficiency and 

ability to quickly respond to test 

items

• fosters students’ test-taking 

confidence with practice in 

essential test-taking strategies.

NOVEL STUDY LESSON FRAMEWORK

DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4

Discussing Yesterday’s 
New Book

5 minutes

Revisiting 
Yesterday’s 
Reading

Choose one:
• Comprehension
• Vocabulary
• Fluency

5 minutes

Revisiting 
Yesterday’s 
Reading

Choose one:
• Comprehension
• Vocabulary
• Fluency

5 minutes

Revisiting 
Yesterday’s New 
Book

Choose one:
• Comprehension
• Vocabulary
• Fluency

5 minutes

Revisiting Yesterday’s 
New Book

Choose one:
• Comprehension
• Vocabulary
• Fluency

5 minutes

Reading a New 
Section
• Introducing the 

Text
• Reading the 

Text
• Discussing and 

Revisiting the 
Text

• Introduction 
to and 
Assignment of 
Reading

40 minutes

Reading a New 
Section
• Introducing the 

Text
• Reading the 

Text
• Discussing and 

Revisiting the 
Text

• Introduction to 
and Assignment 
of Reading

40 minutes

Concluding 
Discussion
• Reflections on 

the Book

10 minutes

Reading a New Book
• Introducing the Text
• Reading the Text
• Discussing and 

Revisiting the Text
• Introduction to 

and Assignment of 
Reading

35 minutes

Writing About 
Reading

30 minutes

TOTAL: 45 MINS TOTAL: 45 MINS TOTAL: 45 MINS TOTAL: 45 MINS

      

TEST PREPARATION LESSON FRAMEWORK

DAY 1 (FAMILIAR TEXT)
DAY 2 
(UNFAMILIAR 
TEXT)

DAY 3 (FAMILIAR 
TEXT)

DAY 4 (UNFAMILIAR 
TEXT)

Think Together
• Multiple-choice 

items

5 minutes

Think Together
• Multiple-

choice items

5 minutes

Think Together
• Constructed-

response items

5 minutes

Think Together
• Constructed-

response items

5 minutes

Have a Try

10 minutes

Have a Try

10 minutes

Have a Try

10 minutes

Have a Try

10 minutes

On Your Own

30 minutes

On Your Own

30 minutes

On Your Own

30 minutes

On Your Own

30 minutes

TOTAL: 45 MINS TOTAL: 45 MINS TOTAL: 45 MINS TOTAL: 45 MINS
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Analysis of New Book Characteristics (use with all four novel study lessons)  Spider Boy, Level R

GENRE/FORM
 d Fiction
 d Realistic

TEXT STRUCTURE
 d First-person journal entries
 d Third-person narrative
 d Chronological sequence
 d Multiple episodes
 d Multiple problems to solve

CONTENT
 d Content that goes beyond the reader’s 

personal experience and knowledge 
(spider facts)

 d Familiar school and home setting
 d Concept of a bully

THEMES AND IDEAS
 d Friendship
 d Adjusting to a new home and school 
 d Isolation and belonging
 d Sadness and anger over a loss
 d Bullying
 d Letting go of hatred

LANGUAGE AND LITERARY FEATURES
 d Symbolic comparisons of main character 

and spiders (loneliness, change)
 d Journal entries embedded in text
 d Characters revealed by what they say, 

think, and do
 d Main character develops over time
 d Conflict: person vs. person (lying and 

bullying)
 d Idioms (lie like a rug) 
 d Similes (quiet as a morgue)
 d Assigned and unassigned dialogue

SENTENCE COMPLEXITY
 d Variety in sentence length
 d Questions in dialogue
 d Many longer, more complex sentences 
 d Sentences with phrases and clauses

VOCABULARY
 d Many content-specific words related to 

spiders (spiderlings, spinnerets, molted)
 d Many content-specific words related to 

science (psychologist, paleontologist, 
pterodactyl)

 d Some vocabulary meanings can 
be derived from context (quizzical, 
outlandish, billowed)

WORDS
 d Compound words (eyesight, bedroom, 

headband, fireflies)
 d Multisyllable words that are challenging 

to decode (cannibalistic, diabolical, 
intuitions, delirium, exhibitionism)

 d Words with affixes (greasy, unusual, 
merciless, responsibility)

ILLUSTRATIONS
 d None

BOOK AND PRINT FEATURES
 d Italics for emphasis (“Mind if I sit here?” 

he asked.)
 d Italics for thoughts and journal entries
 d Dashes to indicate more information to 

follow
 d Small caps for sign
 d Ellipses to indicate pauses in speech 

(“Take those . . . things . . . out of here so 
we can eat!”)

 d Some sentences continuing to the next 
page

HOW THE BOOK WORKS This story is told in dual voices through a first-person journal narrative and a third-
person narrator. It is written in chronological sequence with multiple episodes and problems to solve. The main 
character has just moved to a new town and finds himself lonely, with no friends and a school bully to face.

Goals
COMPREHENSION 
 d Based on the text, predict what scientists need to think about in order to make  

more robots. 
 d Predict the benefits of biomedical research.
 d Understand the setting and its connection to the problem in a novel.
 d Make personal connections to a character’s situation.
 d Use background information to understand a novel.
 d Notice alternating third- and first-person narratives and understand what they represent.
 d Engage actively in the discussion of a longer book.

VOCABULARY 
 d Use morphology and word parts to understand the meaning of a word and connect it to 

other words.

FLUENCY 
 d Read orally at an appropriate rate—not too slow and not too fast.

REREADING
The Octopus Project: How 
Nature Is Shaping Robots, 
Level Q

Spider Boy, Level R

Spider Boy, Level R
The Octopus Project: How Nature 
Is Shaping Robots, Level Q

SLEVEL

LEVEL S      LESSO
N 153

153LESSON

N
O

VEL STU
D

Y

SYSTEM Gold
NEW BOOK Spider Boy
GENRE Fiction/Realistic
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Analysis of New Book Characteristics (use with all four novel study lessons)  Spider Boy, Level R

GENRE/FORM
 d Fiction
 d Realistic

TEXT STRUCTURE
 d First-person journal entries
 d Third-person narrative
 d Chronological sequence
 d Multiple episodes
 d Multiple problems to solve

CONTENT
 d Content that goes beyond the reader’s 

personal experience and knowledge 
(spider facts)

 d Familiar school and home setting
 d Concept of a bully

THEMES AND IDEAS
 d Friendship
 d Adjusting to a new home and school 
 d Isolation and belonging
 d Sadness and anger over a loss
 d Bullying
 d Letting go of hatred

LANGUAGE AND LITERARY FEATURES
 d Symbolic comparisons of main character 

and spiders (loneliness, change)
 d Journal entries embedded in text
 d Characters revealed by what they say, 

think, and do
 d Main character develops over time
 d Conflict: person vs. person (lying and 

bullying)
 d Idioms (lie like a rug) 
 d Similes (quiet as a morgue)
 d Assigned and unassigned dialogue

SENTENCE COMPLEXITY
 d Variety in sentence length
 d Questions in dialogue
 d Many longer, more complex sentences 
 d Sentences with phrases and clauses

VOCABULARY
 d Many content-specific words related to 

spiders (spiderlings, spinnerets, molted)
 d Many content-specific words related to 

science (psychologist, paleontologist, 
pterodactyl)

 d Some vocabulary meanings can 
be derived from context (quizzical, 
outlandish, billowed)

WORDS
 d Compound words (eyesight, bedroom, 

headband, fireflies)
 d Multisyllable words that are challenging 

to decode (cannibalistic, diabolical, 
intuitions, delirium, exhibitionism)

 d Words with affixes (greasy, unusual, 
merciless, responsibility)

ILLUSTRATIONS
 d None

BOOK AND PRINT FEATURES
 d Italics for emphasis (“Mind if I sit here?” 

he asked.)
 d Italics for thoughts and journal entries
 d Dashes to indicate more information to 

follow
 d Small caps for sign
 d Ellipses to indicate pauses in speech 

(“Take those . . . things . . . out of here so 
we can eat!”)

 d Some sentences continuing to the next 
page

HOW THE BOOK WORKS This story is told in dual voices through a first-person journal narrative and a third-
person narrator. It is written in chronological sequence with multiple episodes and problems to solve. The main 
character has just moved to a new town and finds himself lonely, with no friends and a school bully to face.

Goals
COMPREHENSION 
 d Based on the text, predict what scientists need to think about in order to make  

more robots. 
 d Predict the benefits of biomedical research.
 d Understand the setting and its connection to the problem in a novel.
 d Make personal connections to a character’s situation.
 d Use background information to understand a novel.
 d Notice alternating third- and first-person narratives and understand what they represent.
 d Engage actively in the discussion of a longer book.

VOCABULARY 
 d Use morphology and word parts to understand the meaning of a word and connect it to 

other words.

FLUENCY 
 d Read orally at an appropriate rate—not too slow and not too fast.

REREADING
The Octopus Project: How 
Nature Is Shaping Robots, 
Level Q

Spider Boy, Level R

Spider Boy, Level R
The Octopus Project: How Nature 
Is Shaping Robots, Level Q

SLEVEL

LEVEL S      LESSO
N 153

153LESSON

N
O

VEL STU
D

Y

SYSTEM Gold
NEW BOOK Spider Boy
GENRE Fiction/Realistic
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Discussing 
Yesterday’s 
New Book

Revisiting 
Yesterday’s 
New Book
Options and 
Suggested 
Language

Choose one:
Comprehension
Vocabulary
Fluency

PROMPTING  
GUIDE, PART 2

Refer to pages 
15–17 as needed

 d Invite students to share their thinking about The Octopus Project: How Nature Is 
Shaping Robots. Some key understandings they may express:

Thinking Within   the Text Thinking Beyond   the Text Thinking About   the Text

 d Scientists want to imitate 
octopuses because they are 
smart and can fit in small 
places.

 d To make an octopus robot, 
scientists study robots 
and the behavior of real 
octopuses.

 d The robotic octopus and 
other kinds of robots are 
being designed to do things 
people can’t easily do.

 d It is a long and complicated 
process to make a robot 
that mimics an octopus.

 d Observing nature can 
enhance scientists’ and 
engineers’ understandings 
of ways to help humans.

 d The illustration on page 10 
gives readers an idea of the 
many things scientists need 
to consider when making 
an octopus robot.

 d The sidebar on page 9 
that shows how cats 
drink adds to the reader’s 
understanding of how 
complicated animals can be.

MESSAGES Nature has brilliant designs. By copying these designs, scientists can create robots that can 
change our lives. The Octopus Project is an example of how nature can inform science.

Comprehension Predict

Let’s look back at your reading from yesterday to talk about your thinking.

 d Close Reading Read pages 10 to 15. As you read, notice what the scientists had to think 
about to produce a robot octopus that could do some of the things a real octopus can 
do. Then, look at the chart titled “What Will They Think of Next?” Think about what 
the different types of robots would need to be able to do in order to be successful in 
doing what scientists want them to do. When you finish reading, let’s talk about what 
the robots would need in order to perform the tasks that scientists would want them to 
do. [Students read and respond.]

 d Confirm Thinking You predicted that most of the robots would need some kind of skin 
to keep them dry or to withstand high temperatures. Some would need cameras to 
take photos from a long distance away. Some would need to move easily over rough 
surfaces. Some would need to move underwater. Some would need powerful joints and 
engines to run fast. Studying and thinking about how animals function help scientists 
think in new ways about machinery.

REREADING
The Octopus Project: How Nature 
Is Shaping Robots, Level Q 

REREADING
The Octopus Project: How 
Nature Is Shaping Robots, 
Level Q 
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PROMPTING  
GUIDE, PART 1

Refer to page 17  
as needed
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Vocabulary Use Morphology and Word Parts: biomimetics

Let’s look back at your reading from yesterday to think together about word meaning.

 d Have the students find the word biomimetics in bold on page 2 or in the glossary. 
Let’s look at the parts of this word, biomimetics. Write the word on the whiteboard 
and ask students to take it apart by syllables (bi/o/mi/met/ics). They can write the 
word in the word study section of their Literacy Notebooks.

 d Then, ask students to write the word mimic and talk about the connections between 
that word and biomimetics. The word part bio means “life.” Something that is mimetic 
imitates things. So what does biomimetics have to do with? [Students respond.]

 d Write mimic, mime, mimicry, and mimetic. What part of the words is the same? 
[Students respond.] A mime is a performance that imitates or mocks someone. There are 
no words but really dramatic gestures. It’s an old art form. The word mime can also 
mean “a performer, someone who does mime.” A mimic is someone who makes fun of 
people by imitating them, or doing mimicry. All of these words have something to do 
with imitating or mimicking. 

Fluency Rate Mover: Rate

Let’s look back at your reading from yesterday to think about how your reading sounds.

 d Turn to page 15 and listen while I read the first paragraph. This paragraph is exciting 
because it describes the potential value of the Octopus Project. Notice how it sounds 
when I read it the first time. Then, I’m going to read it a little faster and you can 
comment on how my reading sounds. I won’t read too fast—just the right speed to 
sound like talking.

 d Read the paragraph slowly. Then, follow by reading it at a good rate. How did my 
reading sound? [Students respond.] 

 d Then, have students read to a partner.
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Reading a 
New Book
Suggested 
Language

NEW BOOK
Spider Boy, Level R 

GENRE FOCUS This story is realistic fiction because, although it didn’t actually happen, it could have happened 
in real life. Bobby and his family have moved to New York from Illinois, and he is having trouble adjusting to his 
new life. Over time, he learns to be himself again while making new friends, rekindling old interests, and offering 
forgiveness to a bully.

Introducing the Text 
 d For the next four days, you are going to read a chapter book. The title is Spider Boy 

and the author is Ralph Fletcher. There’s Bobby on the cover. His nickname is Spider 
Boy. Can you guess why? [Students respond.] Bobby and his family have just moved 
to a place called New Paltz, New York. He is going to a new school. Have you ever 
experienced that or do you know someone who has? What’s it like? [Students respond.]

 d Read the last paragraph on page 6 aloud to the students. Does Ralph Fletcher seem 
to understand how Bobby feels? What are some words and phrases that the writer uses 
to express the feeling of being new? [Students respond.]

 d Bobby misses Naperville, Illinois, where he used to live, and he misses his best friend. 
He has a sister named Brianna who wants everyone to call her Breezy. He has a pet 
tarantula named Thelma. What do you think of that? [Students respond.]

 d You are going to read the first three chapters today, pages 1 to 34. You’ll read how Bobby 
feels about Thelma and also about a boy at school called Chick Hall, who is kind of a bully.

 d An important thing to remember as you read is that all over the world there are 
different time zones. Give an example from your own region to clarify time 
differences for the students. Notice how time differences affect Bobby. 

 d There are two kinds of writing in this book. Look at page 1 and read the first two 
paragraphs. Then, talk with a partner about who is telling the story. [Students read 

and respond.] This is Bobby’s journal, so he is doing the writing. Notice how he has 
dated it. Now, read the text at the bottom of page 2. Who is telling the story here? 
[Students read and respond.]

 d Most of the book is written as a third-person narrative. The writer is telling about the 
characters and using words like he, she, and they, as if the action is happening and 
there is another person, a “third” person telling about it. 

 d The entire book is told from the perspective of Bobby. He is the main character. The 
story is about him and how he feels and what he does. You will find pieces from his 
journal and some of the writing he does in school in just about every chapter. Those 
pieces of writing will be in first person, when Bobby is telling the story and how he feels. 
For these sections, the writer uses words like I, me, my, and we. 

 d Read through page 34. Notice the setting and the problem. Have students use stick-on 
notes to mark places that they would like to come back to during the discussion.
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Reading the Text
 d Students read Chapters One, Two, and Three silently.

 d If you have a concern about the reading of a particular student, this is a time 
to sample the student’s oral reading and teach for, prompt for, or reinforce 
problem-solving actions or fluency as needed. If the student’s comprehension is 
a concern, interact and support the student’s thinking within, beyond, or about 
the text. Use Prompting Guide, Part 1 (oral reading) or Prompting Guide, Part 2 
(comprehension) to refer to the area of need and select specific language.

Discussing and Revisiting the Text 
 d Turn and talk to a partner and share your first thoughts about this book. [Students 

respond.]

 d Who can start us off by sharing something you and your partner talked about? 
[Students respond.]

 d To encourage thinking and talking, you may want to select from the following 
questions/prompts:

 Is the setting important in this book? Why or why not?

 What have you learned so far about what Bobby is like as a character? Talk about 
his journal and what he says and does. 

 I’m wondering about Bobby’s story about the silk farm. Do you think it’s true? 

 Do you think Thelma will be important in the story? Why? 

 d If the discussion gets too far away from the text, redirect the discussion with 
prompts such as We were discussing _____. I’d like to return to our discussion of 
_____. Does anyone have any comments about what _____ just said? 

 d Continue the discussion, guiding students toward the key understandings and the 
main message of the text. Some key understandings students may express:

Thinking Within   the Text Thinking Beyond   the Text Thinking About   the Text

 d Bobby and his family move 
to New York from Illinois.

 d Bobby writes in his 
journal about spiders and 
is worried about his pet 
tarantula, Thelma.

 d Some boys tease Bobby at 
school and call him Spider 
Boy.

 d Bobby meets Butch who 
warns him about Chick Hall, 
the bully. 

 d Bobby feels angry about 
having to move.

 d Bobby is lonely in the new 
school and can’t figure out 
how to fit in.

 d Butch befriends Bobby 
because he understands 
about being teased.

 d Bobby has an active 
imagination.

 d The writer introduces 
conflicts (bullying, telling 
stories) early in the story 
to capture the reader’s 
interest.

 d The writer chooses to give 
two points of view—from 
the first-person journal and 
the third-person narrator—
to make the story more 
interesting.

MESSAGE Moving to a new place can present many challenges.

Introduction to and Assignment of Reading 
 d Tonight, you are going to read Chapters Four and Five of Spider Boy, pages 35 to 55. 

As you read, notice how the writer reveals Bobby’s feelings about Naperville, where he 
used to live. You’ll also begin to realize that there are some interesting science facts in 
this book.

LEVEL S      LESSO
N 153

893

PROMPTING  
GUIDE, PART 2

Refer to pages 
66–69 as needed

PROMPTING GUIDE, PART 1

PROMPTING GUIDE, PART 2 
Refer to pages as needed
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Professional Development and Tutorial Videos, LLI Gold System 
View “Sample LLI Lessons: Novel Study Lesson” on the 
Professional Development Video.

Genre Study: Teaching with Fiction and Nonfiction Books 
Read Chapter 14, “Thinking and Talking About Genre: Interactive 
Read-Aloud and Literature Discussion.”

 
Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency: Thinking, Talking,  
and Writing About Reading, K–8 
Read pages 284–287 of Chapter 19, “Deepening Comprehension: 
Engaging Students in Small-Group Literature Discussion.”

Leveled Literacy Intervention System Guide, LLI Gold System 
Read “Teaching the Novel Study Lesson Sequence: The Four-Day 
Novel Study Sequence” in Section 4.

Supporting English Language Learners

Professional Development Links

Observe to find evidence that readers can:

Assessing Reading and Writing Behaviors

Classroom and Homework

To support English language learners, you can:
 d define mimicry also as “the act of copying” during 

Vocabulary work, demonstrating if possible.
 d restate the meaning of potential value during 

Fluency work.
 d define dawdle briefly after reading the last 

paragraph on page 6 in Spider Boy to students.
 d point out how the story begins with comparisons of 

spiders to killers (e.g., serial killers, Jack-The-Ripper, 
bloodthirsty vampires).

 d model explicitly how to infer the meaning of 
idiomatic language (e.g., Shake a leg, A creature of 
habit, That’s my exit cue).

 d notice if students are not using italics to differentiate 
the journal from the narrative.

 d demonstrate how to derive new vocabulary 
meanings from context when applicable.

 d based on the text, predict what scientists need to 
think about in order to make more robots. 

 d predict the benefits of biomedical research.
 d understand and discuss the setting and its 

connection to the problem in a novel.
 d engage actively in the discussion of a longer book.
 d share personal connections to a character’s situation.
 d share background information with others to 

understand a novel.

 d notice alternating third- and first-person narratives 
and discuss what they represent.

 d use morphology and word parts to understand the 
meaning of a word and connect it to other words.

 d read orally at an appropriate rate—not too slow and 
not too fast.

 d Read Chapters Four and Five of Spider Boy. 
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LEVEL O      LESSO
N 29

You Will Need

Goals
Student Test Preparation Booklet

Name:

LEVEL O
LESSONS 29–32

Leveled Literacy Intervention  GOLD System

163

Level O Student Test Preparation Booklets
Think Together Chart 29

29 OLEVELTEST PREPARATION LESSON

Student Test  
Preparation Booklet,  
Level O, Lessons 29–32

Student Test Preparation Booklet

Name:

LEVEL O
LESSONS 29–32

Leveled Literacy Intervention  GOLD System

 d When you take a test, sometimes you will notice texts, or passages, to read. In some 
tests, a passage is called a selection. Have students look at the passage, an excerpt 
from Animals and Their Tools, on page 3 in their Student Test Preparation 
Booklets. Some passages are fiction texts, and other passages are nonfiction texts. 
This passage is nonfiction. First, you read the passage or selection carefully. 

 d After you read the passage, you will find test items to answer. Test item is another 
way of saying test question. Have students look at the five items on pages 4–5. 
Point out that the items are numbered 1–5.

 d Some test items are multiple choice. On some tests, this type of item is called 
selected response. You’ll notice that a multiple-choice item has two parts. The first 
part is the stem. A stem is a question or an incomplete sentence. Invite students to 
look at the items relating to the excerpt from Animals and Their Tools. Do you 
notice that some stems are questions? These are called closed stems. Item 2 is one 
example of a closed stem. Now, notice that other items are incomplete sentences, 
which are called open stems. Item 3 is one example of an open stem.

 d The second part of a multiple-choice item is a set of options. Options are possible 
answers. On most tests, each multiple-choice item has four options. After you read 
all of the options, you choose the one that answers the question or completes the 
sentence correctly. Encourage students to look at the options in the five items 
on pages 4–5. Help them recognize how options answer a question (in closed 
stems) or complete a sentence (in open stems). Sometimes it can help you to 
rewrite questions as incomplete sentences. This makes it easy to try out an option 
in a sentence. Place two stems on Think Together Chart 29. For example, here 
is a closed stem: (1) What is the setting of the story? Now look at the same item 
rewritten as an open stem: (1a) The setting of the story is ___. Rewriting closed 
stems as open stems can help you “hear” the correct option in the blank at the end 
of the sentence.

Think
Together

 d Develop understanding of the terms 
passage, selection, item, stem, multiple 
choice, selected response, closed stem, 
open stem, and option.

 d Identify important words in item stems, 
including words that are bold, italicized, 
capitalized, or underlined.

 d Notice that some stems include a graphic 
organizer or text presented in a special 
format.

 d Determine the important information  
in a text.

 d Apply thinking to multiple-choice items 
related to a familiar text.

 d Practice responding to multiple-choice 
items related to a familiar text.
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Level O Student Test Preparation Booklets
Think Together Chart 29

29 OLEVELTEST PREPARATION LESSON

Student Test  
Preparation Booklet,  
Level O, Lessons 29–32

Student Test Preparation Booklet

Name:

LEVEL O
LESSONS 29–32

Leveled Literacy Intervention  GOLD System

 d When you take a test, sometimes you will notice texts, or passages, to read. In some 
tests, a passage is called a selection. Have students look at the passage, an excerpt 
from Animals and Their Tools, on page 3 in their Student Test Preparation 
Booklets. Some passages are fiction texts, and other passages are nonfiction texts. 
This passage is nonfiction. First, you read the passage or selection carefully. 

 d After you read the passage, you will find test items to answer. Test item is another 
way of saying test question. Have students look at the five items on pages 4–5. 
Point out that the items are numbered 1–5.

 d Some test items are multiple choice. On some tests, this type of item is called 
selected response. You’ll notice that a multiple-choice item has two parts. The first 
part is the stem. A stem is a question or an incomplete sentence. Invite students to 
look at the items relating to the excerpt from Animals and Their Tools. Do you 
notice that some stems are questions? These are called closed stems. Item 2 is one 
example of a closed stem. Now, notice that other items are incomplete sentences, 
which are called open stems. Item 3 is one example of an open stem.

 d The second part of a multiple-choice item is a set of options. Options are possible 
answers. On most tests, each multiple-choice item has four options. After you read 
all of the options, you choose the one that answers the question or completes the 
sentence correctly. Encourage students to look at the options in the five items 
on pages 4–5. Help them recognize how options answer a question (in closed 
stems) or complete a sentence (in open stems). Sometimes it can help you to 
rewrite questions as incomplete sentences. This makes it easy to try out an option 
in a sentence. Place two stems on Think Together Chart 29. For example, here 
is a closed stem: (1) What is the setting of the story? Now look at the same item 
rewritten as an open stem: (1a) The setting of the story is ___. Rewriting closed 
stems as open stems can help you “hear” the correct option in the blank at the end 
of the sentence.

Think
Together

 d Develop understanding of the terms 
passage, selection, item, stem, multiple 
choice, selected response, closed stem, 
open stem, and option.

 d Identify important words in item stems, 
including words that are bold, italicized, 
capitalized, or underlined.

 d Notice that some stems include a graphic 
organizer or text presented in a special 
format.

 d Determine the important information  
in a text.

 d Apply thinking to multiple-choice items 
related to a familiar text.

 d Practice responding to multiple-choice 
items related to a familiar text.
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 d Explain that there is only one option that is correct. Each of the other options 
is incorrect for some reason. Sometimes an option seems correct at first. Yet when 
you think more carefully, you realize it is not correct for some reason. Other times an 
option seems very unlikely. For instance, sometimes an option is actually the opposite 
of the correct answer. If you feel certain that any option is incorrect, it is a good idea to 
cross it out in your test booklet. This helps you focus attention on the other options.

 d Certain words appear often in the stems of selected-response items. Some of these 
common words are “question words” such as why, what, which, when, where, and 
how. Invite students to look again at the five stems on pages 4–5, and help them 
recognize the question words in items 1, 2, 4, and 5.

• If an item asks why, the correct option will be a reason for something.

• If an item asks what or which, the correct option will have to do with an event, action, 
idea, or trait.

• If an item asks when, the correct option will have to do with time.

• If an item asks where, the correct option will have to do with some place.

• If an item asks how, the correct option will have to do with the way something is done. 

 d Some tests use special print to draw your attention to certain words in a stem. Special 
print might be used for words such as best, least, most, first, last, and not. The special 
print might be uppercase letters, bold letters, underlining, or italics. If an item uses 
an author’s exact words from a passage, those words are usually shown in special 
print, too. Have students note the boldface sentence in item 1. If an item presents a 
word for you to think about as a word, usually the word will appear in italics. Have 
students note the word flexible in item 2.

 d Help students understand that some tests also use diagrams, charts, or other special 
formats in some items. Have students look at item 1 on page 4. This item begins with 
a sentence that helps you know what to do. You need to read the next sentence, which 
is a sentence from the passage shown in bold type. Then there is a question for you to 
answer. The question asks you to look at “the following dictionary entry.” Then the 
dictionary entry is shown in a special format. Finally, below the dictionary entry are 
the four options. To answer this item, you will refer to the dictionary entry. [Students 

close their Student Test Preparation Booklets.]

 d Now let’s look at an item stem and think together about important words we find there 
(Think Together Chart 29).

(2) When does Lily realize that Erek is brave?

 d First, we’ll look for question words. Then we can look for words in special print. 
Finally, we will identify any other important words. Usually these are nouns and 
verbs that relate to some specific part of the passage. It’s a good idea to underline the 
important words so you can think about them more easily.

(3) When does Lily realize that Erek is brave?
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Have a Try

 d This item is asking when. The correct option will probably be a particular time. After 
underlining the other important words, you have an idea of what the answer might 
be about—the time when Lily understands that Erek is brave. If you don’t remember 
details about that part of the text, it’s a good idea to look back at the text to refresh 
your memory. Here is another stem.

(4) How does Morgan trick her brother? 

 d This item is asking how. The other important words give clues that the correct option 
will be about Morgan, her brother, and a trick. If you want to test a possible answer, 
you can rewrite the question as an incomplete sentence: (4a) Morgan tricks her 
brother by ___.

 d Show the items below, encouraging students to identify and underline important 
words in each stem. If necessary, help students restate closed stems by starting a 
response sentence using as many words from the stem as possible. After you read 
the stem and identify the important words, think about what kind of test item it is. 

  (5) In paragraph 4, what is the meaning of the word persuade? 

 d This item focuses on the meaning of a word. Here is an open stem.

  (6) The narrator of this story is _____.

 d This item focuses on a story’s narrator, or point of view. Point of view is a literary 
element. Here are some more stems for you to read and think about.

  (7) What is the central conflict in this myth?

  (8) Why does Paiton hide the piece of chalk behind her back?

  (9) According to the author, what happens after water begins to boil?

(10) Ms. Crowley wants to raise chickens to _____.

(11) How does the writer organize information in this selection?

(12) Which sentence BEST states the theme of the poem? 

 d Have students look at the inside front cover of their Student Test Preparation 
Booklets to review the steps for multiple-choice items:

1. Read the stem and all four options.

2. Find and underline important words in the stem and think what the item is about.

3. Cross out options that are not correct and think carefully about the other options.

4. Restate closed stems to check possible answers.

5. Select one option and check your choice by looking again at the text passage  
or passages.

6. Bubble in the correct option.

 d Now turn to page 3 in your Student Test Preparation Booklets. The passage is from a 
nonfiction book that you have read already, Animals and Their Tools. Read the passage 
to yourself carefully. When you finish reading, work with your partner to complete the 
five multiple-choice items.

[Students read the passage independently and complete the 5 multiple-choice items with  

a partner.]
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On Your
Own

 d After students have completed the Practice with a partner, discuss any items they 
found difficult. You may want to select certain items in order to discuss the thinking 
they required (see list to the left). For instance, you might help students recognize 
how item 3 requires them to make an inference about the behavior of chimpanzees.

 d Turn to page 6 in your Student Test Preparation Booklet. Earlier you read the book 
Dinosaur Fleas. Today you are going to read an abridged, or shortened, version of that 
book to yourself.

 d Then, for each multiple-choice item, read the stem and all four options.

 d Find and underline the important words in the stem and use these words to think 
what the question is about.

 d Cross out any options that you know are not correct and think carefully about the 
other options.

 d Restate closed stems to check how possible answers sound in a sentence. 

 d Select one option and check your choice by looking back at one or more parts of the passage.

 d Bubble in the correct option.

[Students read the selection independently and complete the 15 multiple-choice items on their own.]

1. Read this sentence from paragraph 2 of 
the passage.

They use sticks to dig for roots 
and underground beehives. 

Which definition from the following 
dictionary entry fits the way roots is 
used in the sentence?

root (rüt) 1 noun the part of a plant 
that grows downward, usually into the 
ground 2 noun the cause of something  
3 noun a word to which a prefix 
or suffix is added to make another 
word 4 verb to cheer or support

  A definition 1

 � B definition 2

 � C definition 3

 � D definition 4
 Thinking Within the Text

2. What is the suffix in flexible?

 � A flex

 � B ex

  C ible

 � D e
 Thinking Within the Text

3. In this passage, the use of tools by 
chimpanzees is related to

 � A finding shelter.

  B obtaining food.

 � C amusing themselves.

 � D protecting themselves.
 Thinking Beyond the Text

4. Which sentence from the passage 
gives an example of the intelligence of 
chimpanzees?

 � A  Chimpanzees use different 
tools for different tasks.

 � B  Chimpanzees use stone tools 
to crack open nuts.

 � C  Chimpanzees will search far 
and wide for the right termite 
fishing stick.

  D all of the above
 Thinking Beyond the Text

5. The chart below shows three details 
from the passage. These details support 
a main idea. First, read the chart.

Which statement belongs in the empty 
box in the chart?

  A  Chimpanzees are very skilled 
at using many tools. 

 � B  Chimpanzees can sharpen 
sticks to make hunting 
spears.

 � C  A chimpanzee learns certain 
skills by observing its mother.

 � D  The chimpanzee is the 
animal most closely related 
to a human being.

 Thinking Beyond the Text

Critical Thinking 
1. Derive the meaning 

of a word using 
reference materials 
(dictionary).

2. Recognize affixes.

3. Make inferences 
about information in 
a text.

4. Make inferences 
about information in 
a text.

5. Identify main idea.

Chimpanzees use stone 
tools to crack open nuts.

Chimpanzees use sticks to 
dig for roots.

Chimpanzees use different 
sticks while “fishing” for 
termites.

main idea

supporting detail supporting detail supporting detail
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1. Read these sentences from paragraph 1 
of the passage.

Have you ever seen a cat or dog 
driven crazy by an itch? If so, the 
animal was probably tormented by 
teeny, tiny, sneaky, blood-sucking 
fleas.

 The tormented animal was

 � A frightened. 

 � B given relief. 

 � C entertained.

  D made miserable. 
 Thinking Within the Text

2. Read these sentences from paragraph 6 
of the passage.

Fleas continue to thrive today. 
How? In order to survive, fleas have 
had to take on new adaptations.

Which word is an antonym for thrive? 

 � A live

 � B swarm 

  C  weaken

 � D  pounce
 Thinking Within the Text

3. The word adaptation in paragraph 3 is 
spoken with extra stress on the

 � A  first syllable

 � B  second syllable

  C  third syllable

 � D  fourth syllable
 Thinking Within the Text

4. Reread the third sentence in paragraph 
3. What does the prefix in unnoticed 
mean?

  A  not

 � B  near

 � C  again

 � D  before
 Thinking Within the Text

5. How were ancient fleas like fleas today?

 � A  They had sharp claws.

  B  They sucked in blood for 
food.

 � C  They were about one inch 
long.

 � D  They had strong legs perfect 
for jumping.

 Thinking Within the Text

6. Insects have survived for millions of 
years because they can 

 � A  jump well. 

 � B  hide in leaves.

 � C  go without food for months.

  D  adapt to changing 
conditions. 

 Thinking Within the Text

7. From reading this passage, you can 
predict that millions of years from now

 � A  fleas will live mostly in cities. 

 � B  people will outnumber fleas. 

  C  fleas will still be tormenting 
animals.

 � D  the flea’s saliva will no longer 
make an animal sick.

 Thinking Beyond the Text

8. Which word BEST represents how 
dinosaurs are presented in this passage?

  A  victims

 � B  hunters

 � C  tricksters

 � D  companions 
 Thinking Beyond the Text

9. What might have happened if an 
ancient flea lacked sharp claws? 

 � A  A dinosaur would have felt 
the insect sooner. 

  B  A dinosaur could have easily 
gotten rid of the insect. 

 � C  The insect would not have 
been able to jump very high.

 � D  The insect would not have 
been able to draw out blood 
from the dinosaur. 

 Thinking Beyond the Text

10. From the illustration and the passage, 
you can infer that 

 � A  the Stegosaurus never ate 
insects. 

  B  the Stegosaurus was not a 
meat-eater.

 � C  fleas scrambled onto a 
dinosaur one at a time. 

 � D  fleas preferred the 
Stegosaurus over other 
dinosaurs. 

 Thinking Beyond the Text

Critical Thinking 
1. Derive the meaning 

of a word from 
context.

2. Derive the meaning 
of a word from 
context and 
recognize its 
antonym.

3. Identify correct 
pronunciation and 
understand syllables.

4. Recognize affixes 
and understand how 
a prefix changes the 
meaning of a word.

5. Synthesize important 
information from  
a text.

6. Identify important 
information in a text.

7. Make predictions 
based on information 
in a text.

8. Synthesize important 
information from  
a text.

9. Make inferences 
about information in 
a text.

10. Make inferences 
about information 
in an illustration and 
a text.
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11. Why would an ancient flea have trouble 
sneaking onto a dog today?

 � A  Its sharp claws would make 
too much noise.

 � B  Its great hunger would cause 
it to bite too soon. 

  C  Its large size would let the 
dog know it was there.

 � D  Its long thin legs would not 
move well on dog hair. 

 Thinking Beyond the Text

12. The main purpose of the illustration is 
to show

 � A  the flea’s ability to cling onto 
a Stegosaurus.

 � B  when a Stegosaurus realized 
that it had fleas. 

 � C  how many fleas scrambled 
onto a Stegosaurus.

  D  how small ancient fleas were 
compared to a Stegosaurus. 

 Thinking About the Text

13.  How does the author organize the 
information in paragraph 6?

  A  an effect followed by causes

 � B  a problem followed by a 
solution

 � C   a series of events given in 
sequence 

 � D  a comparison between 
several things

 Thinking About the Text

14. The author uses headings to

 � A  add interest to the text.

 � B  make the passage look 
longer.

  C  make information easier to 
find.

 � D  set off important ideas from 
details.

 Thinking About the Text

15. Which section would be the BEST place 
to include the detail that ancient fleas 
had spines on their bodies to cling to 
their prey?

 � A The Fearsome Flea

 � B  Small and Sneaky/ 
Bloodsuckers

  C  Digging In

 � D  Today’s Fleas/The Oldest 
Creatures

 Thinking About the Text

Critical Thinking 

11. Make inferences 
about information in 
a text.

12. Infer the purpose of 
an illustration.

13. Identify the 
organization of a 
nonfiction text.

14. Recognize 
characteristics of 
nonfiction texts.

15. Identify the 
organization of 
a nonfiction text 
and synthesize 
information 
in that text.

 d After students have completed On Your Own, take time to discuss any items they 
found difficult. You might select certain items in order to point out important 
words in the stems and to discuss how those words gave clues to students about the 
nature of the test item.
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Gold-standard scientific 
studies show LLI can help 
your struggling readers 
reach grade-level 
expectations

READ THE FULL REPORTS
AT FOUNTASANDPINNELL.COM

THE STUDIES
Grades K–2

Rural/Suburban: The first study was conducted during 

the 2009-2010 school year in the rural Tifton County, GA 

schools and the Enlarged City School District of Middletown, 

NY. According to Dr. Carolyn Ransford-Kaldon, principal 

investigator on the project, “LLI is indeed effective in 

improving skills.” 

Urban: The second study was conducted in 13 Denver Public 

School K–2 classrooms during the 2011-2012 school year 

and revealed that LLI positively impacts K–2 urban students’ 

literacy achievement.

Grades 3–5

This study was conducted in Abilene, TX; Denver, CO; and 

Sandwich, MA public schools in grades 3–5 classrooms during 

the 2015–2016 school year and found positive effects of LLI 

on students’ literacy achievement.
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Efficacy

THE CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN 
EDUCATIONAL POLICY’S REPORT ON LLI 
WAS EVALUATED AND IS RECOMMENDED BY 
THE NATIONAL CENTER ON RESPONSE TO 
INTERVENTION (NCRTI). 
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Read the full WWC report at 
whatworks.ed.gov

PROVEN EFFECTIVE
The What Works Clearinghouse™ (WWC) and ESSA (Every Student Succeeds Act) have reviewed the research on LLI, finding 

positive impacts and strong evidence of effectiveness for students in grades K–2. These findings are based on two independent, 

empirical studies conducted by The University of Memphis’s Center for Research in Educational Policy (CREP).

LLI READING ACHIEVEMENT

WWC: SHOWING POSITIVE IMPACTS  
FOR BEGINNING READERS✓

++

Read more at  
evidenceforessa.org

LLI EFFECTIVENESS

EVIDENCE FOR ESSA: LLI RECEIVES STRONG RATING  
FOR EFFECTIVENESS✓

Essa Rating Studies Students Avg. Effect Size

 STRONG 2 566 +0.13

http://whatworks.ed.gov
http://evidenceforessa.org
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OFF-SITE  

ONLINE

FIND OUT MORE

Expertise

All of Fountas and Pinnell’s 

books, resources, and systems 

are deeply rooted in teacher 

professional development. The 

following professional learning 

opportunities are available to 

further develop the teaching craft 

and foster a climate of collegiality 

and community.

Multi-Day Institutes for LLI
Multi-Day Institutes are developed by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell and provide 

extensive insight into Leveled Literacy Intervention and a deeper understanding of 

literacy teaching. 

TWO CONSECUTIVE MULTI-DAY INSTITUTES

FOUNTAS & PINNELL LEVELED LITERACY INTERVENTION 
GRADES K–12, LEVELS A–Z
Check our website for dates and locations.

• Institute 1: Teaching Readers who Struggle and Teaching within LLI Lessons in 

the Primary Grades 

Grades K, 1, and 2 (Levels A–N/LLI Orange, Green, and Blue Systems)

• Institute 2: Intervening for Literacy Success with Intermediate, Middle, and 

Secondary Students  

Grades 3—12 (Levels L–Z/LLI Red, Gold, Purple and Teal Systems)

On-Demand Mini-Courses and 
Webinar Series
ON-DEMAND MINI-COURSES 
Heinemann PD Services is now offering On-Demand Mini-Courses, providing a self-

paced option to explore the foundational ideas behind Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su 

Pinnell’s work. These online courses are developed by The Lesley University Center 

for Reading Recovery® and Literacy Collaborative (CRRLC).

AVAILABLE ON-DEMAND:

• The F&P Text Level Gradient™: Using Fountas & Pinnell Resources to Match 

Books to Readers / Grades K–8

• Introducing Texts Effectively in Guided Reading Lessons / Grades K–8

• Thinking and Talking About Books Across the Day: Creating a  

Community of Readers / Grades K–8

WEBINAR SERIES 
Led by Fountas & Pinnell-trained consultants, these Webinar Series consist 

of four interactive sessions that include discussions with the presenter, video 

demonstrations, and course materials that support session objectives. Resources 

studied in this online PD curriculum currently include Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™, 

Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessment System, Guided Reading, The Fountas & 

Pinnell Literacy Continuum, Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Systems, and When 

Readers Struggle.

Fountas & Pinnell 
PD Services

“ School districts 

seeking to close 

the achievement 

gap must consider 

good classroom 

teaching, meaningful 

assessment, multiple 

layers of intervention, 

and the ongoing 

development of highly 

qualified teachers.”
—Irene C. Fountas 

and Gay Su Pinnell

For complete details on all Fountas 
& Pinnell Professional Development 
options go to Heinemann.com/
fountasandpinnell/pd or call 
1-800-541-2086, ext. 1402.

http://Heinemann.com/ fountasandpinnell/pd
http://Heinemann.com/ fountasandpinnell/pd
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ON-SITE  

FOUNTAS & PINNELL LITERACY™ RESOURCE SEMINARS

• Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™, Grades PreK–4

• The Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessment  

System 1 & 2, Grades K–8

• The Fountas & Pinnell Sistema de evaluación de 

la lectura, Grados K–2

• Role of the Administrator in the Implementation of the 

Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessment System

• Genre Study, Grades K–8

• Introduction to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy 

Continuum, Grades PreK–8

• Literacy Beginnings, Grades PreK–K

• Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency, Grades K–8

• When Readers Struggle, Grades K–3

• Guided Reading, Second Edition, Grades K–6

• Guiding Readers and Writers, Grades 2–8+

• Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study System Grades K–3  

School-Based Seminars
These on-site School-Based Seminars are developed by Fountas and Pinnell and delivered by knowledgeable, experienced 

consultants who have been selected and trained by the authors.

LEVELED LITERACY INTERVENTION SEMINARS

• Leveled Literacy Intervention Primary: Grades K–2 / Orange, Green, and Blue Systems

• Leveled Literacy Intervention Intermediate, Middle/High School: Grades 3–12 / Red, Gold, Purple, and Teal Systems

• Role of the Administrator in the Implementation of Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI)

SAVE 20% ON LLI PROFESSIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT IF YOU 

PURCHASE THE LLI PRODUCT AT 

THE SAME TIME.



Irene C. Fountas  
is a professor at Lesley 
University in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. She has been 
a classroom teacher, language 
arts specialist, and consultant 
in school districts across the 
nation and abroad. She is the 
recipient of the Greater Boston 
Council and the International 
Reading Association’s Celebrate 
Literacy Award as well as being 
named the first recipient of the 
Marie M. Clay Endowed Chair. 
Currently, she directs field-
based literacy research projects 
and the Literacy Collaborative 
at Lesley University. She 
continues to publish resources 
for comprehensive literacy 
programs that quickly become 
staples for literacy instruction 
across the country.

Gay Su Pinnell 
is Professor Emeritus in 
the School of Teaching and 
Learning at The Ohio State 
University. She has extensive 
experience in classroom 
teaching and field-based 
research, and in developing 
comprehensive approaches to 
literacy education. She received 
the International Reading 
Association’s Albert J. Harris 
Award for research in reading 
difficulties, the Ohio Governor’s 
Award and the Charles A. Dana 
Foundation Award for her 
contributions to the field of 
literacy education, and most 
recently she was awarded The 
Ohio State University Alumni 
Association’s Alumni Medalist 
Award. She is a member of the 
Reading Hall of Fame.
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Fountas & Pinnell Assessment
The Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessment Systems are accurate and 
reliable tools to identify the instructional and independent reading levels of 
all students and document student progress through one-on-one formative 
and summative assessments.

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom Resources 
Fountas & Pinnell Classroom Resources maximize student learning with 
systematic lessons, student books and materials, and powerful tools that 
guide teachers’ language and actions and support them in expert decision-
making for high-impact literacy instruction.

Fountas & Pinnell Intervention
Fountas & Pinnell Leveled Literacy Intervention is a short-term, 
supplementary intervention proven to bring struggling readers to grade-level 
competency with engaging leveled books and fast-paced, systematically 
designed lessons. 

Fountas & Pinnell Professional Books
Fountas & Pinnell Professional Books empower teachers with highly 
effective instructional procedures and the latest in literacy thinking to 
elevate their expertise and help build a community of skillful informed 
educators. 

Fountas & Pinnell Professional Development
Fountas & Pinnell Professional Development offers options and 
opportunities to further develop the teaching craft and foster a climate 
of collegiality and community through School-Based Seminars, Multi-Day 
Institutes, and Live Webinars.

http://fountasandpinnell.com
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The grade-level goals on the F&P Text Level Gradient™ are intended to
provide general guidelines, which should be adjusted based on
school/district requirements and professional teacher judgement.

© 2012 Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

F&P TEXT LEVEL GRADIENT™

GRADE-LEVEL
GOALS

FOUNTAS & PINNELL
LEVELS

Kindergarten

Grade One

Grade Two

Grade Three

Grade Four

Grade Five

Grade Six

Grade Seven−Eight
High School/Adult

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

LLI Orange SystemLevels A–E  

LLI Green SystemLevels A–K 

Levels C–N LLI Blue System

Levels L–Q LLI Red System

Levels O–T  LLI Gold System

Levels R–W LLI Purple System

Levels U–ZLLI Teal System

Fountas & Pinnell
Leveled Literacy Intervention
HELP STRUGGLING READERS AT EVERY AGE AND EVERY STAGE

K–12
Fountas & Pinnell Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) 

LLI

provides daily, intensive, small-group instruction, which supplements classroom literacy teaching. 

systematically designed lessons. 

Fountas & Pinnell
Benchmark Assessment System
BASED ON THE F&P TEXT LEVEL GRADIENT™

Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark 

Assessment Systems provide teachers with precise tools and texts to observe and 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

Benchmark Assessment System 1Levels A–N  

Benchmark Assessment System 2 Levels L–Z



“ Every teacher has the 

right to be a part of a 

learning community 

in which people 

help each other 

and believe that the 

progress of children 

relies on everyone 

working together.”
—Irene C. Fountas 

and Gay Su Pinnell

Join the Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ Community for free 

at fountasandpinnell.com and receive exclusive access to 

members-only content and events, such as:

•  Exclusive, members-only Webinars hosted by Irene C. 

Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

•  Daily Lit Bits to sharpen your practice and spark 

professional conversations

•  Consultant-led Discussion Board to build community 

through in-depth reflection and discussion

•  Instructional tools from the Resource Library to extend 

your expertise

•  Study Guides designed for deep exploration and 

understanding of Fountas and Pinnell professional books

•  Early access to professional development events in 

your area.

Connect

Become a 
member of the 
Fountas & 
Pinnell Literacy™ 
Community

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ 
@FountasandPinnell

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ Learning Group 
www.facebook.com/groups/FountasPinnell

@FountasPinnell 
#FPLiteracy

@FountasPinnell 
#fountasandpinnell
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MEMBERSHIP IS FREE!
Insightful blog posts, 
active discussion boards, 
downloadable resources…

…and daily teaching 
tips make every visit 
worthwhile. 

JOIN TODAY!

MAKE FOUNTASANDPINNELL.COM YOUR  
DAILY LITERACY RETREAT TO REFLECT, RECHARGE,  
RESEARCH, AND REDEFINE YOUR LITERACY INSTRUCTION.

DAILY LIT BIT

The goal of guided reading is 

not for students to just read 

”this book” or understand a 

single text, but—with expert 

teaching—to create learning 

that is generative and that can 

be applied across texts.

DAILY LIT BIT

Responsive teaching are 

those moment-to-moment 

decisions that teachers 

make as they observe and 

analyze their students’ 

behaviors. 

Assessment is not 
teaching; it is gathering 

information for teaching.

DAILY LIT BIT

Join for FREE at 

 fountasandpinnell.com

MAKE FOUNTASANDPINNELL.COM YOUR  
DAILY LITERACY RETREAT TO REFLECT, RECHARGE,  
RESEARCH, AND REDEFINE YOUR LITERACY INSTRUCTION.
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Is LLI the same as guided reading? 

• No, it is intended to be supplementary instruction. LLI is 

a systematic and sequential framework of components 

designed to support the accelerated progress of low 

achieving students. The LLI books are designed to build 

on one another. Although word work is provided in guided 

reading, LLI provides longer, more intensive work in phonics 

and word study. Most students do not need such an 

intensive approach.

Do I have to complete all of the lessons within  

each level?

• No, but be cautious. Look at The Literacy Continuum for the 

level to be sure the students control most of the behaviors. 

If your readers are finding the books very easy and, in your 

judgment, they understand the phonics and word work 

principles, you can skip to the next level. 

Do all students need to finish the intervention at the 

same time?

• No. If one student is clearly accelerating, you can assess 

him and move him into a higher group at any time. If a 

student needs more time in the intervention, have him join 

a lower group. It is all right for him to reread, talk about, and 

write about some of the books in the collection. 

How do you decide to group students who are at the 

same reading level but have different needs?

• All students will have slightly different needs. You are 

working to place together four students for whom a 

particular reading level is appropriate. If that is true, then 

you can begin reading the books on a level. You can fine 

tune your interactions with students during the lesson 

to account for their different needs. (For example, within 

a group reading at a level, one student may need more 

interactions around word solving and another around 

fluency). Most of the time, however, students have multiple 

needs and those will change from week to week. As with all 

teaching, observation is the key.

What should I do when students are absent? 

• There will always be the problem of a student missing a 

lesson. Meanwhile, others in the group will be moving on. 

You could introduce yesterday’s new book while other 

students are rereading books in the rereading segment of 

the lesson. Often, the student can simply join in with the 

others. Or, you can send the missed book back to the 

classroom or home for the student to read and catch up. 

If attendance is spotty across the group, you can stop and 

have a “catch up” day to read and reread books they have 

missed and to review phonics principles. If a child has an 

extended absence, reassess him and make a decision as 

to the level he should be reading.

Do I have to limit group size to four? 

• We strongly recommend four students for best results. 

Where it is impossible to limit the groups to four, just try 

to keep the groups as small as possible. Occasionally, 

you will find that the students’ levels do not work out. At 

various times, you may find yourself teaching groups of 

3, or even 5 or 6. It is very important for students to be 

working at an appropriate level.

What do you do about a student who is reading at one 

level, but writing well below that level? 

• Go with the reading level for instruction in LLI, giving 

emphasis and attention to writing in the even-numbered 

lessons. Use the Classroom Connection option, which 

involves more writing. Work closely with the classroom 

teacher to provide extra classroom writing opportunities.

How much can I vary the lesson (depart from the 

specific instructions)? 

• We encourage you to adjust the lesson in any way 

justified by information from your ongoing assessment 

and observation of learners’ strengths and needs. 

No lesson plan can be written to fit all students. Your 

decision-making across the lesson is critical. It would not 

make sense to consistently eliminate lesson components 

or to drastically slow down instruction, but you will find 

yourself tailoring lessons to meet students’ needs.

How often should I take a reading record?

• If you take a record the next day on the new book that 

was read in the odd-numbered lessons, then you will be 

taking a record every other day. Rotating around a group 

of four students, you will take one record on each every 

six days. Your daily observations and this procedure 

will provide enough specific information to guide your 

teaching.

Visit fountasandpinnell.com for answers to more  
Frequently Asked Questions about LLI.66
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LIFT FOR SAMPLE ASSESSMENT BOOKS

FOUNTAS & PINNELL LEVELED LITERACY INTERVENTION GOLD SYSTEM
GRADE 4, LEVELS O–T  • 978-0-325-09955-2 

Components available for individual sale, additional copies, or replacement. Visit heinemann.com for current pricing.

To order or for more information: Phone 800.225.5800 • Fax 877.231.6980
Email: custserv@heinemann.com

heinemann.com • fountasandpinnell.com

 
COMPONENT

QUANTITY WITH  
SYSTEM PURCHASE

QUANTITIES  
FOR REORDER

LLI Gold System Leveled Books (144 titles) 6 copies of each title 6-packs of individual title

LLI Gold System Novels (6 titles) 6 copies of each title 6-packs of individual title

System Guide 1 copy Single copies available 

Lesson Guides, Volumes 1, 2 & 3 1 copy of each Volume Individual Volumes, or 3 Volume set

Prompting Guide, Part 1, for  
Oral Reading and Early Writing, K–8

1 copy
Single copies available

Prompting Guides Bundle available

Prompting Guide, Part 2, for Comprehension: 
Thinking, Talking, Writing, K–8

1 copy
Single copies available

Prompting Guides Bundle available

Professional Development Videos Unlimited access

Tutorial Video Unlimited access

F&P Calculator/Stopwatch 1 calculator/stopwatch Single copies available 

Student Test Preparation Booklets One 16-pack of each level 16-packs of one level

Literacy Notebooks 96 Notebooks 16-packs 

Student Portfolios 16 Portfolios 4-packs

Student Folders One 16-pack 16-packs 

Lesson Folders and Labels 192 folders and labels 10-packs, folders only

Word Magnets
43 sheets of 21 (903 magnets) 
+ 1 marker + 1 eraser

43 sheets of 21 (903 magnets) + 1 
marker + 1 eraser

Student Whiteboards One 6-pack 6-packs

Online Data Management System One-year trial By annual subscription

Online Resources Unlimited Access

OPTIONAL PURCHASE OUTSIDE SYSTEM

LLI Gold System Choice Library 150 selected titles + Guide to Independent Reading

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Independent Reading 
Collection, Grade 4

200 trade titles + 200 Conferring Cards + Context Collection Guide

LLI Reading Record App for iPads Purchase through Apple iTunes

Ordering Information
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